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UITS Pays Homage to the Martyrs by Placing 
Floral Wreaths at the National Mausoleum

University of Infor-
mation Technology 
and Science (UITS) 
observed the glori-
ous Victory Day 
through day-long 
activities. Teachers, 
students, officers 
and employees of 
the university paid 
homage to the 
martyrs by placing 
floral wreaths with 
acting Registrar 
Mohammad Kamrul 
Hassan at the front.
Earlier, the national 
flag had been 
hoisted atop the 
university campus 
building at Baridhara 
right at sunrise.
Among other 

programmes were, special prayers seeking salvation of the departed souls of the martyrs and discussions 
highlighting the significance of the day.

UITS Observes Martyred Intellectuals Day with Humility and Respect
University of Information Tech-
nology and Sciences (UITS) 
observed the Martyred Intellec-
tuals’ Day through various 
programmes on 14 December 
2016. The photograph shows 
some teachers, students, 
officers and employees of the 
first private sector IT based 
university placing floral 
wreaths at the Shahid Buddhi-
jibi Graveyard, Mazar Road, 
Mirpur, Dhaka.
Early in the morning before 
sunrise national flag had been 
hoisted half-mast at the univer-
sity building. Among other 
programs were prayers seek-
ing salvation of the souls of the 
martyred intellectuals and discussions on the sacrifices of the intellectuals in the cause of independence of 
Bangladesh.
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UITS  celebrates 13th Foundation Anniversary
The University of Information Technology and 
Sciences (UITS) celebrated its 13th Foundation 
Anniversary on 7th August at its auditorium with 
much pomp and fanfare, on the one hand, and 
with the determined vision of fighting both extrem-
ism and terrorism, on the other, in solidarity with 
the whole nation. This foundation day program 
sought to reiterate that no educational institution 
could be misused for either extremism or terror-
ism. Presided over by Professor Dr. Mohammed 
Solaiman, Vice Chancellor, the founding 
ceremony was graced by Professor Dr. Aktaruzza-
man, Pro-Vice Chancellor, University of Dhaka, 
Bangladesh and Professor Kaykobad, Dean, 
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Electronics 
Engineering, Bangladesh University of Engineer-
ing and Technology, Dhaka, Bangladesh as the 
chief and a special guest respectively. While deliv-
ering welcome address, Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, 

Treasurer, UITS deliberated, particularly on the role of spiritual education in fighting extremism and terrorism. 
The chief guest Professor Aktaruzzaman welcomed all including students. He paid tribute to Bangabandhu, 
his family and the freedom fighters. He also talked effusively about Sufi Muhammad Mizanur Rahman. He 
emphasized upon resisting terrorism while simultaneously creating an environment for good education in 
proper ways.  As a special guest, BUET Professor Kaykobad referred to the speech by Professor Hilaly and 
recalled his fond memories associated with the UITS over the last thirteen years. He also appreciated the role 
of Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur Rahman, the founder of UITS for his student friendly attitude as the owner of 
UITS. Ahmad Sheperuddin, Executive Director, Human Resources and Administration, PHP Family also 
spoke on thie occasion and highlighted the role of positive education, starting within the family in combating 
terrorism. Professor Dr. Saiful Islam Khan said that all educational institutions are not responsible for terror-
ism; rather a few ones led by some people are responsible for terrorism. Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman, chief discussant of the foundation ceremony of the UITS, its founder and Chairman of the Board of 
the Trustees, claimed that UITS has been able to train thousands of its students as soldiers of development 
by imparting professional education to them. He reiterated that every man could succeed in life by putting 
additional hours into labor. He also stressed upon discipline, positive attitude, self-confidence, positive mental-
ity for hard labor and honesty as the keys to success in life.  
In his speech as the chair of the program, Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman projected Sufi 
Mizanur Rahman as a role model for his motto “Quality over quantity with affordable cost.” He added that 
ethics and patriotism are taught here with the special initiative of its founder, Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman. The university will be more activity-oriented in future, the Vice Chancellor hoped. Professor A. N. M. 
Shareef, Controller of Examinations, thanked all, especially the dignitaries for being there and making the 
program a successful one. The entire program was conducted by Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, School of 
Science and Engineering. Other dignitaries, present in the program, included Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, School 
of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan, Director, UITS Research 
Center, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), heads of various departments, officials and staff of the 
university and, above all, students.

Cake Festival under the Auspices of Law Faculty

The Faculty of Law organised a Cake Festival with the slogan 
“Department of law reverberates with the galore of winter cakes” 
on Saturday, 10 December, 2016. A grand collection of various 
kinds of cakes from different areas was put on display and sale 
in the stalls. The festival was inaugurated by Professor Dr. 
Mohammed Solaiman, the hon’ble Vice Chancellor of the 

University at 10 a.m.  Also present at the time of inauguration were Prof. Farid uddin Khan, Director, UITS 
Research Centre;  Mohammed Kamrul Hasan, Acting Registrer; members of the Faculty officers and employ-
ees.  

UITS Pays Homage to Bangabandhu on National Mourning Day

National Mourning Day is a great occasion on which 
tens of thousands of people muster strong at the 
Museum of Bangabandhu on 15th August, the 
National Day of Mourning. Various organizations 
participate and vie with each other to pay homage to 
Bangabandhu on this day. University of Information 
Technology and Science (UITS), a reputed institution 
of higher education, was not an exception. In this 
regard, UITS Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, 
accompanied by UITS teachers, officers and staff, 
paid homage to Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman, the Founder of independent Bangladesh, 
Father of the Bengalee nation and the greatest 
Bengali figure in history by offering floral wreath to 
his statute located at the Road No. 32, Dhanmondi on 
the occasion of his 41st martyrdom and to those of 
his family on 15th August, the Day of his martyrdom 
and National Mourning. Other important dignitaries 

who were part of the UITS delegation on this occasion 
included, among others, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), Senior Assistant Director Mir Farhad 
Foysal, and Assistant Registrar K. M. Shakil Hossain. 

Milad Mahfil and Discussion on
National Mourning Day 

Organized by UITS

A somber Milad Mahfil and National Mourn-
ing Day discussion marking the 41st martyr-
dom of the founder of Bangladesh and 
Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman was held at 3:00 PM UITS 
on 13th August, 2016.  Chaired by UITS 
Treasurer Professor S. R. Hilaly, this mourn-
ing program was addressed by a number of 
dignitaries including Dr. Mizanur Rahman, 
Dean, School of Science and Engineering, 
Mehedi Hasan, Lecturer, Department of 
Persian Language and Literature, University 
of Dhaka, Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin 
Khan, Director of the UITS Research Center, 
Professor A. N. M. Shareef, Controller of 
Examinations and Professor Dr. KM Saiful 
Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees. Prof. KM Saiful Islam Khan drew an historical analogy and 
compared the politics, especially the killing of Bangandhu and that of his teen age son Russel to the great 
story of Karbala. Professor Hlialy appreciated Bangabandhu most for the three basic contributions that he 
made to Bangladesh such as the formulation of the Constitution of the Republic of Bangladesh, Formulation 
of the First Five Year Plan of Bangladesh without any input from outsiders and the Commissioning of the Kud-

Rat- E Khuda Shikha (Education) Commission which was completed during his life time. A milad was held 
following the conclusion of the speeches. UITS Registrar Mohammad Kamrul Hasan (acting), teachers, 
officers and staff attended this solemn occasion.

2nd Civil Engineering Fest-2016 Held at UITS

The Department of Civil Engineering at 
UITS held a two day 2nd Civil Engineering 
Festival between August 4th and 5th, 2016. 
A Seminar entitled “The Role of Civil Engi-
neers in Sustainable Development” took 
place with Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, 
School of Science and Engineering in the 
chair as part of the festivity on the first day 
of the program. The main discussant of this 
seminar was Professor Dr. Ataur Rahman, 
Chair, Department of Water Resources 
Engineering at the Bangladesh University of 
Engineering and Technology (BUET). UITS 
Vice Chancellor and a noted educationalist 
of Bangladesh Professor Dr. Mohammed 

Solaiman graced the occasion as the chief guest while Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the 
Board of the Trustees, UITS, was present on this occasion as its honored guest.   A seminar “On Scientific 
Research Presentation” which featured as the 2nd session of the day was also held. The chief guest for this 
session was UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman and special guests were Professor Dr. 
Md. Mazharul Haque, Professor, Department of Civil Engineering and Professor Dr. Afzal Ahmed, Department 
of Civil Engineering, Military Institute of Science and Technology (MIST), Dhaka, Bangladesh.  Among others 
present on this occasionwere Ahmed Shiblee Noman, Head, Department of Civil Engineering and other teach-
ers of the same Department. Md. Khorshed Ali, Assistant Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, 
conducted the program.

Celebration of the Greats:
Rabindranath, Nazrul and 

Shakespeare 
A seminar and cultural show titled “Celebration 
of the Greats: Rabindranath, Nazrul and Shake-
speare” was held on 3rd August, 2016 at the 
initiative of the Department of English, UITS. 
This interesting seminar and cultural program 
was graced by UITS Vice Chancellor Professor 
Dr. Mohammed Solaiman and UITS Treasurer 
Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly as its chief and 
special guest respectively. Ms. Syeda Afsana 
Ferdosi, Head, Department of English, 
welcomed everybody in her introductory address of the day. The key note paper titled “Shakespeare,-Rabindranath-Nazrul: 
World Humanity, Peace and Preachers of the Message of Emancipation” was read out by its author Dr. Fazlul Haque 
Saikat, a teacher of the National University, researcher and literary critic. The program was conducted by  Tania Tabassum, 
lecturer, Department of English. The whole program was marked by lively and entertaining cultural events such as Rabin-
dranath and Nazrul’s poetry recitations, dance performances  and songs. However, the most attractive part of the cultural 
show was the staging of “Merchant of Venice”, a drama by William Shakespeare. Various deans, teachers and a host of 
students of the university enjoyed this lively program.

Business Promotion Day Organized by 
Business Students

Business Promotion Day sponsored by the Pran Dairy, a leading 
Food and Beverages Company of Bangladesh, was organized 
with the cooperation of students and teachers of the School of 
Business Studies at UITS on July 30th, 2016. Twelve different 
stalls with their respective brands of goods and services such as 
online shopping, entrepreneurship, salesmanship, career devel-
opment, book fair, fashion designs, handicrafts, catering 
services, etc., were installed for publicity aiming at promoting 
marketing. The stalls such as Robi, Dutch Bangla, UI Systems, 
Health Prio.Com, Rokomary.Com, Sisily Beauty Parlour 
displayed their goods and services with which both students and 
invited guests were made familiar by the experienced personnel 
of these companies.

However, the chief attraction of the day was Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur Rahman Chowdhury, the founder 
of UITS and Chairman of the PHP Family, a major industrial concern of Bangladesh. He inaugurated the 
program and stopped by at every business stall. Those who accompanied Sufi Mizanur Rahman included 
UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman, Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the 
Board of the Trustees, Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, Controller of Examinations Professor A. N. M. 
Shareef, Mohammad Nazmul Islam, Dean, School of Business Studies, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar 
(acting) and a host of students and teachers of various departments.
The main purpose of the School of Business Studies in organizing such a business fair was to form a platform 
where students can gain practical experiences from such course related issues as marketing, fund manage-
ment, salesmanship, and communications which might create self-confidence in their professional life. This 
business fair was also marked by Raffle Draw, Future Corner, and fortune-telling based on palmistry, beautifi-
cation, photography and Selfie contest open for both spectators and students. Those who won in these items 
were given away prizes. This fair turned out to be a hilarious occasion for all.  Overall, students ended up gain-
ing a lot of ideas on branding and marketing from this fair.

Training Workshop for Officers Held at UITS

Training is vital for the development of human resources in 
any institution including universities. From that viewpoint, 
the new Vice Chancellor has sought to revamp UITS 
administration through a series of training programs. The 
first training program which was conducted by Ahmad 
Sheparudin, Executive Director, Humans Resources and 
Development of the PHP and an adjunct Professor of the 
UITS was held in June 2016. The second training program 
was held on 28th July, 2016 at the premise of the UITS at 
Baridhara, Dhaka, Bangladesh. The main resource person 
who conducted this training session for the officers was Mr. 
Salauddin, a faculty member of the Bangladesh Institute of 
Bank Management, Chittagong Campus.  The thrust of this 
session was the role that motivation plays in developing 
human resources in every organization. It was mostly an 
interactive session since the resource person wanted every 
participant to participate in the session. It lasted for more than two hours during which the resource person 
detailed almost every aspect related to motivation. Quoting from the real world of management, Mr. Salauddin 
sought to make it as enjoyable as possible and participants enjoyed it. At the end of this session, Professor 

Dr. Hilaly, Treasurer, UITS and an accomplished academician, added a few elements that were deemed vital 
for motivation training in any organization.
World Hepatitis Day Celebrated at the Initiative of the UITS Pharmacy Club

The Department of Pharmacy, UITS, celebrated “The World Hepatitis Day” at 11:00 AM on Thursday July, 28th 
2016 with an emphasis on the slogan “Strategy for the Elimination of Hepatitis-A” as part of raising people’s 
awareness. This program was conducted by Ms. Sakera Sultana, the Production Manager of GlaxoSmithKline 
Bangladesh Limited which organized the seminar with a view to raising awareness about Hepatitis A and 
cervical cancer.  
UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman and Advisor to the Board of the Trustees Professor 
Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan graced the program as the Chief 
Guest and Special Guest respectively. Among others, who 
were present in this program, included UITS Treasurer 
Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly and Director of the UITS 
Research Center Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan.
Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Solaiman said that public-
awareness raising program like this is very important. It 
might work as an important tool to protect us from undesir-
able disaster. The Chief Guest finished his address by 
thanking all the members of the UITS Pharmacy Club. The 
Special Guest Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan gave a 
speech, wishing good luck. He added that organizing such 
a public awareness raising program is like submission to 
Allah. 
As the main discussant, Ms. Sakera Sultana, Production 
Manager of GlaxoSmithKline Bangladesh Limited said that 
one person in every five adults and one teenage girl in every two bears the risks of being infected with 
Hepatitis-A in the context of the socio-economic class in Bangladesh.  She highlighted the causes, prevention 
from and antidote to Hepatitis-A. Besides, she dealt with the signs, symptoms and prevention of cervical 
cancer at the tip of the uterus and advised everybody to remain aware of all these. 
This program was presided over by Mr. Mofazzal Hossain, Head, Department of Pharmacy. The program was 
organized under the stewardship of Lecturer Md. Mehedi Hasan of the same department.

Rally and Human Chain around UITS with the slogan
“We Will Resist Extremism and Build a Golden Bengal.”

Extremists’ suicidal attack on Holey Artisan Restaurant 
in Gulshan on July 1st and their subsequent foray in 
Sholakia Eidgha Maidan on 7th July, 2016 and human 
tragedies that ensued shocked citizens of Bangladesh 
and made them angry. However, the people of Bangla-
desh who won their independence through a bloody 
national liberation struggle in 1971 are not going to be 
cowed by the attack of a handful of extremists. To be 
sure, the whole nation made a determined vow to resist 
the extremists and turn Bangladesh into a golden land 
in the aftermath of these attacks. As part of this resis-
tance program, all the universities and academic 
institutions sought to resist extremism by organizing 
rallies and human chains all over the country on 1st 
July, 2016. Students, teachers and staff of the UITS 
brought out a long rally, raised slogans against extrem-
ism and stood on the main street Progoti Sarani for 

about an hour in solidarity with all the students and academic institutions in Bangladesh. UITS Vice Chancellor 
Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman, Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees 
of the UITS and Shafiqul Islam Basek, Joint Secretary, Central Sub-committee, the Bangladesh Awami 

League spoke on the occasion. A number of UITS teachers such as Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, School of 
Science and Technology, Proctor Palash Chandra Karmakar, Assistant Professor, Department of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineering, Mr. Raihan Uddin Ahmed, Head, Department of Computer Science and Engi-
neering, and Mr. Ahmed Shiblee Noman, Head, Department of Civil Engineering played leading roles in orga-
nizing such a huge rally and human chain.

Special Workshop for 
“Officers and Staff’s Skill Development” held at UITS

A special workshop for “Officers and Staff’s Skill Develop-
ment” was held at the Baridhara Campus of UITS on 
June 20, 2016. All the officers and staff of all offices 
participated in this training workshop with a view to learn-
ing the new mechanism of skill development through 
motivation and leadership training imparted by Ahmad 
Sheparuddin, Executive Director, Human Resources and 
Administration of the PHP Family and an expert on 
Human Resources Development in Bangladesh.  Impor-
tant dignitaries who graced this workshop and also spoke 
on various aspects of skill development, included, among 
others, Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed 
Solaiman, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees, Professor 
Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. 

Hilaly, Professor A. N. M. Shareef, Controller of Examinations and Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan, 
Director, UITS Research Center and deans of all schools of UITS.

‘UITS Made Thousands of Students Soldiers of Development through
Professional Education, Sufi Mizanur Rahman

“UITS has been able to figure prominently among private 
universities in producing/making thousands of students as 
soldiers of development by imparting them different profes-
sional education” asserted Sufi Al-haj Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman Choudhury, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, 
UITS, a noted industrialist and founder of the PHP Family, 
He made this claim speaking as the Chief Guest at the 
Freshers’ Orientation Program for the Summer Semester at 
the UITS Campus at Baridhara, Dhaka on June 14th, 2016. 
Furthermore, he said to the newly admitted students, “Suc-
cess for every person depends upon how many additional 
hours he/she works in life. To be successful in life, one must 
simultaneously possess positive attitude, self-confidence, 
discipline, mentality for hard work and honesty. One can 
experience progress in his /her life, render it rich and noble, 
only when he /she is able to earn these qualities and 
harness them completely in life.” 
The Chief Guest also said, “A nation is as developed as it is 
educated. Leadership means awakening the infinite potentialities latent in humankind and reaching the desired goal 
after having overcome all the obstacles in life. Humankind, the greatest of Allah’s creations, was created noble out 
of His mercy in the sense that humankind will represent Allah on the Earth. One cannot have real education in life if 
he/she is not able to match education with training, education with humility, work with devotion, life with values and 
human love with patriotism. There is no nobler and stronger creation than humankind in this world and universe. 
This explains why we are making enlightened humankind with the help of teachers in this university with a view to 
helping humankind reach its desired goal by awakening their hidden and immortal energy and by making them 
stand on their own after having emboldened them through human attributes.”
He further deliberated, “I have anxiety/agony in my heart for the education of the children of this country.  I founded 
this university to educate the children of this country at a low cost with a view to raising them as competent and 

enlightened human beings. If possible and if I get opportunities, I shall make this country a golden one by founding 
more universities.” 
Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, the honorable Advisor to the UITS Broad of Trustees and Ahmad Sheparuddin, 
Executive Director, Human Resources and Administration of the PHP Family also spoke in this orientation program 
chaired by UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman. Professor Dr. S. R. Hillay gave welcome 
address to the newly admitted students on this occasion. Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean School of Liberal Arts and Social 
Sciences, thanked all the invited guests attending this program. Many reputed academicians of the country, 
honored personalities from all walks of life, teachers, students, officers and staff were also present on this occasion. 
Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting) conducted this orientation program.

Substance Abuse and Rehabilitation: Role of Social Worker

The Department of Social 
Work at the University of 
Information Technology and 
Sciences (UITS) at Barid-
hara, Dhaka-1212 organized 
a seminar “On Substance 
Abuse and Rehabilitation: 
Role of a Social Worker” on 
27th August, 2016. Chaired 
by Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, 
School of Liberal Arts and 
Social Sciences and Head, Department of Social Work, this seminar was graced by UITS Vice Chancellor 
Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman as chief guest and Advisor to the Board of the Trustees Professor Dr. KM 
Saiful Islam Khan as special guest respectively.  Among others who were present in this seminar included 
substance abuse and rehabilitation experts of the Greenlife, a rehabilitation center and Protoy, another reha-
bilitation center, sociologists, psychologists, officials of the Drug Control Directorate, representatives of the 
PHP Family,  many officials of the UITS and students of the Department of Social Work of UITS.

Discussion “On the Role of Education in Resisting Militancy and Terrorism”
Held at UITS. 

A discussion was held on 3rd 
September, 2016 at the 
UITS Campus “On the role of 
Education in Resisting 
Militancy and Terrorism” with 
Professor S. R. Hilaly, Trea-
surer, UITS in the chair. This 
discussion meeting was 
graced by Professor Dr. 
Mohammed Soliaman, Vice 
Chancellor, UITS, as its chief 
guest and Professor Dr. KM 

Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees, UITS as its special guest.  A number of important 
personalities of the UITS such as Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, School of Arts and Social Sciences, Mohammad 
Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), Professor Muhammad Farid Uddin Khan, Director, UITS Research Center, 
Advocate Mannan, Advisor to the Department of Law,  and Polash Chandra Karmar, Proctor, UITS, all the 
heads of various departments. Teachers of various departments, officers and students were also present.
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Seminar on Women Entrepreneurship at UITS

An important seminar entitled “Women 
Entrepreneurship Development” was held 
at the initiative of the School of Business of 
University of Information Technology and 
Science (UITS), the first IT based private 
university of Bangladesh on November 16, 
2016 at 9:30 am in the University audito-
rium. Alhaj Sufi Mohammad Mizanur 
Rahman, founder of UITS, and Chairman 
of the Board of Trustees of the university 
as well as of PHP Group, was the Chief 
Guest on the occasion.  In his speech he 
emphasized on the necessity of working 
hard with lofty dreams in mind. At one 

stage, he spoke autobiographically to establish the fact that man might bring about great positive changes in 
his life as well as in the whole world by dint of hard labour backed by a few virtues like positive attitude, self-
confidence and discipline. He informed that UITS had been providing education to its students at a compara-
tively low cost in order to build up a highly educated generation. He called upon the female students of the 
Business faculty of UITS to try to set themselves up as female entrepreneurs in future.
Famous entrepreneur, reputed academician and Executive Director of Islami Bank, Syed Ahsanul Alam 
Parvez attended the seminar as Special guest. In his speech he advised the youth to decide about their future 
plan at the proper time and work accordingly. He proposed to do everything in his capacity to establish a 
Centre for Women Entrepreneurship at UITS. The keynote paper was presented by the celebrated former 
actress, former Member of the Parliament, social worker and woman entrepreneur Sarah Begum Kabori. She 
said that she had made a combination of her artistic self and that of a businesswoman to achieve success in 
life. She cited the examples of a few great ladies who have made themselves immortal by dint of their endeav-
ours and called upon the female students to take lessons from their deeds of valour and prudence. She also 
highlighted the role of Hazrat Khadijatul Kubra at the dawn of Islam and termed her deeds as exemplary for 
the future women entrepreneurs. Prof. Saiful Islam, Advisor to the Board of Trustees, UITS, spoke on the 
occasion as a Discussant in the question-answer session. He said, women deserve the greatest honour by 
dint of their natural virtues and the dignity Allah has bestowed upon them. He also said that without women, 
human civilization would not have propagated. 
Papers were also presented by Farhana A Rahman, Vice-president of BASIS and CEO of UY systems ; Tania 
Wahab, Managing partner of Karigar; Interior designer and woman entrepreneur Durdana Hossain  and Fash-
ion designing entrepreneur Mantasha Ahmed. The introductory speech was delivered by Prof.  Shareef 
Ahmed, Dean of the School of Business and Controller of Examinations. Farhana Rahman, Head of the Busi-
ness Faculty gave vote of thanks to conclude the programme. Muhammed Fariduddin Khan, Director, 
Research Centre; Acting Registrar Mohammed Kamrul Hasan; all Deans, Heads of the department, teachers, 
officers, employees and students attended the programme.
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UITS  celebrates 13th Foundation Anniversary
The University of Information Technology and 
Sciences (UITS) celebrated its 13th Foundation 
Anniversary on 7th August at its auditorium with 
much pomp and fanfare, on the one hand, and 
with the determined vision of fighting both extrem-
ism and terrorism, on the other, in solidarity with 
the whole nation. This foundation day program 
sought to reiterate that no educational institution 
could be misused for either extremism or terror-
ism. Presided over by Professor Dr. Mohammed 
Solaiman, Vice Chancellor, the founding 
ceremony was graced by Professor Dr. Aktaruzza-
man, Pro-Vice Chancellor, University of Dhaka, 
Bangladesh and Professor Kaykobad, Dean, 
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Electronics 
Engineering, Bangladesh University of Engineer-
ing and Technology, Dhaka, Bangladesh as the 
chief and a special guest respectively. While deliv-
ering welcome address, Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, 

Treasurer, UITS deliberated, particularly on the role of spiritual education in fighting extremism and terrorism. 
The chief guest Professor Aktaruzzaman welcomed all including students. He paid tribute to Bangabandhu, 
his family and the freedom fighters. He also talked effusively about Sufi Muhammad Mizanur Rahman. He 
emphasized upon resisting terrorism while simultaneously creating an environment for good education in 
proper ways.  As a special guest, BUET Professor Kaykobad referred to the speech by Professor Hilaly and 
recalled his fond memories associated with the UITS over the last thirteen years. He also appreciated the role 
of Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur Rahman, the founder of UITS for his student friendly attitude as the owner of 
UITS. Ahmad Sheperuddin, Executive Director, Human Resources and Administration, PHP Family also 
spoke on thie occasion and highlighted the role of positive education, starting within the family in combating 
terrorism. Professor Dr. Saiful Islam Khan said that all educational institutions are not responsible for terror-
ism; rather a few ones led by some people are responsible for terrorism. Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman, chief discussant of the foundation ceremony of the UITS, its founder and Chairman of the Board of 
the Trustees, claimed that UITS has been able to train thousands of its students as soldiers of development 
by imparting professional education to them. He reiterated that every man could succeed in life by putting 
additional hours into labor. He also stressed upon discipline, positive attitude, self-confidence, positive mental-
ity for hard labor and honesty as the keys to success in life.  
In his speech as the chair of the program, Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman projected Sufi 
Mizanur Rahman as a role model for his motto “Quality over quantity with affordable cost.” He added that 
ethics and patriotism are taught here with the special initiative of its founder, Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman. The university will be more activity-oriented in future, the Vice Chancellor hoped. Professor A. N. M. 
Shareef, Controller of Examinations, thanked all, especially the dignitaries for being there and making the 
program a successful one. The entire program was conducted by Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, School of 
Science and Engineering. Other dignitaries, present in the program, included Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, School 
of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan, Director, UITS Research 
Center, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), heads of various departments, officials and staff of the 
university and, above all, students.

Cake Festival under the Auspices of Law Faculty

The Faculty of Law organised a Cake Festival with the slogan 
“Department of law reverberates with the galore of winter cakes” 
on Saturday, 10 December, 2016. A grand collection of various 
kinds of cakes from different areas was put on display and sale 
in the stalls. The festival was inaugurated by Professor Dr. 
Mohammed Solaiman, the hon’ble Vice Chancellor of the 

University at 10 a.m.  Also present at the time of inauguration were Prof. Farid uddin Khan, Director, UITS 
Research Centre;  Mohammed Kamrul Hasan, Acting Registrer; members of the Faculty officers and employ-
ees.  

UITS Pays Homage to Bangabandhu on National Mourning Day

National Mourning Day is a great occasion on which 
tens of thousands of people muster strong at the 
Museum of Bangabandhu on 15th August, the 
National Day of Mourning. Various organizations 
participate and vie with each other to pay homage to 
Bangabandhu on this day. University of Information 
Technology and Science (UITS), a reputed institution 
of higher education, was not an exception. In this 
regard, UITS Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, 
accompanied by UITS teachers, officers and staff, 
paid homage to Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman, the Founder of independent Bangladesh, 
Father of the Bengalee nation and the greatest 
Bengali figure in history by offering floral wreath to 
his statute located at the Road No. 32, Dhanmondi on 
the occasion of his 41st martyrdom and to those of 
his family on 15th August, the Day of his martyrdom 
and National Mourning. Other important dignitaries 

who were part of the UITS delegation on this occasion 
included, among others, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), Senior Assistant Director Mir Farhad 
Foysal, and Assistant Registrar K. M. Shakil Hossain. 

Milad Mahfil and Discussion on
National Mourning Day 

Organized by UITS

A somber Milad Mahfil and National Mourn-
ing Day discussion marking the 41st martyr-
dom of the founder of Bangladesh and 
Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman was held at 3:00 PM UITS 
on 13th August, 2016.  Chaired by UITS 
Treasurer Professor S. R. Hilaly, this mourn-
ing program was addressed by a number of 
dignitaries including Dr. Mizanur Rahman, 
Dean, School of Science and Engineering, 
Mehedi Hasan, Lecturer, Department of 
Persian Language and Literature, University 
of Dhaka, Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin 
Khan, Director of the UITS Research Center, 
Professor A. N. M. Shareef, Controller of 
Examinations and Professor Dr. KM Saiful 
Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees. Prof. KM Saiful Islam Khan drew an historical analogy and 
compared the politics, especially the killing of Bangandhu and that of his teen age son Russel to the great 
story of Karbala. Professor Hlialy appreciated Bangabandhu most for the three basic contributions that he 
made to Bangladesh such as the formulation of the Constitution of the Republic of Bangladesh, Formulation 
of the First Five Year Plan of Bangladesh without any input from outsiders and the Commissioning of the Kud-

Professor Dr. K M Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the 
Trustees, is here seen speaking on the Occasion of Milad Mahfil and 
National Mourning Day. UITS Controller of Examinations Professor A. 
N. M. Shareef, UITS Treasurer Professor S. R. Hilaly and and Registrar 
(acting) Mohammad Kamrul Hasan are seen on the podium. 

Professor Dr. K M Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees, is 
here seen speaking on the Occasion of Milad Mahfil and National Mourning Day. 
UITS Controller of Examinations Professor A. N. M. Shareef, UITS Treasurer 
Professor S. R. Hilaly and and Registrar (acting) Mohammad Kamrul Hasan are 
seen on the podium. 

Rat- E Khuda Shikha (Education) Commission which was completed during his life time. A milad was held 
following the conclusion of the speeches. UITS Registrar Mohammad Kamrul Hasan (acting), teachers, 
officers and staff attended this solemn occasion.

2nd Civil Engineering Fest-2016 Held at UITS

The Department of Civil Engineering at 
UITS held a two day 2nd Civil Engineering 
Festival between August 4th and 5th, 2016. 
A Seminar entitled “The Role of Civil Engi-
neers in Sustainable Development” took 
place with Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, 
School of Science and Engineering in the 
chair as part of the festivity on the first day 
of the program. The main discussant of this 
seminar was Professor Dr. Ataur Rahman, 
Chair, Department of Water Resources 
Engineering at the Bangladesh University of 
Engineering and Technology (BUET). UITS 
Vice Chancellor and a noted educationalist 
of Bangladesh Professor Dr. Mohammed 

Solaiman graced the occasion as the chief guest while Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the 
Board of the Trustees, UITS, was present on this occasion as its honored guest.   A seminar “On Scientific 
Research Presentation” which featured as the 2nd session of the day was also held. The chief guest for this 
session was UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman and special guests were Professor Dr. 
Md. Mazharul Haque, Professor, Department of Civil Engineering and Professor Dr. Afzal Ahmed, Department 
of Civil Engineering, Military Institute of Science and Technology (MIST), Dhaka, Bangladesh.  Among others 
present on this occasionwere Ahmed Shiblee Noman, Head, Department of Civil Engineering and other teach-
ers of the same Department. Md. Khorshed Ali, Assistant Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, 
conducted the program.

Celebration of the Greats:
Rabindranath, Nazrul and 

Shakespeare 
A seminar and cultural show titled “Celebration 
of the Greats: Rabindranath, Nazrul and Shake-
speare” was held on 3rd August, 2016 at the 
initiative of the Department of English, UITS. 
This interesting seminar and cultural program 
was graced by UITS Vice Chancellor Professor 
Dr. Mohammed Solaiman and UITS Treasurer 
Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly as its chief and 
special guest respectively. Ms. Syeda Afsana 
Ferdosi, Head, Department of English, 
welcomed everybody in her introductory address of the day. The key note paper titled “Shakespeare,-Rabindranath-Nazrul: 
World Humanity, Peace and Preachers of the Message of Emancipation” was read out by its author Dr. Fazlul Haque 
Saikat, a teacher of the National University, researcher and literary critic. The program was conducted by  Tania Tabassum, 
lecturer, Department of English. The whole program was marked by lively and entertaining cultural events such as Rabin-
dranath and Nazrul’s poetry recitations, dance performances  and songs. However, the most attractive part of the cultural 
show was the staging of “Merchant of Venice”, a drama by William Shakespeare. Various deans, teachers and a host of 
students of the university enjoyed this lively program.

Business Promotion Day Organized by 
Business Students

Business Promotion Day sponsored by the Pran Dairy, a leading 
Food and Beverages Company of Bangladesh, was organized 
with the cooperation of students and teachers of the School of 
Business Studies at UITS on July 30th, 2016. Twelve different 
stalls with their respective brands of goods and services such as 
online shopping, entrepreneurship, salesmanship, career devel-
opment, book fair, fashion designs, handicrafts, catering 
services, etc., were installed for publicity aiming at promoting 
marketing. The stalls such as Robi, Dutch Bangla, UI Systems, 
Health Prio.Com, Rokomary.Com, Sisily Beauty Parlour 
displayed their goods and services with which both students and 
invited guests were made familiar by the experienced personnel 
of these companies.

However, the chief attraction of the day was Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur Rahman Chowdhury, the founder 
of UITS and Chairman of the PHP Family, a major industrial concern of Bangladesh. He inaugurated the 
program and stopped by at every business stall. Those who accompanied Sufi Mizanur Rahman included 
UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman, Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the 
Board of the Trustees, Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, Controller of Examinations Professor A. N. M. 
Shareef, Mohammad Nazmul Islam, Dean, School of Business Studies, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar 
(acting) and a host of students and teachers of various departments.
The main purpose of the School of Business Studies in organizing such a business fair was to form a platform 
where students can gain practical experiences from such course related issues as marketing, fund manage-
ment, salesmanship, and communications which might create self-confidence in their professional life. This 
business fair was also marked by Raffle Draw, Future Corner, and fortune-telling based on palmistry, beautifi-
cation, photography and Selfie contest open for both spectators and students. Those who won in these items 
were given away prizes. This fair turned out to be a hilarious occasion for all.  Overall, students ended up gain-
ing a lot of ideas on branding and marketing from this fair.

Training Workshop for Officers Held at UITS

Training is vital for the development of human resources in 
any institution including universities. From that viewpoint, 
the new Vice Chancellor has sought to revamp UITS 
administration through a series of training programs. The 
first training program which was conducted by Ahmad 
Sheparudin, Executive Director, Humans Resources and 
Development of the PHP and an adjunct Professor of the 
UITS was held in June 2016. The second training program 
was held on 28th July, 2016 at the premise of the UITS at 
Baridhara, Dhaka, Bangladesh. The main resource person 
who conducted this training session for the officers was Mr. 
Salauddin, a faculty member of the Bangladesh Institute of 
Bank Management, Chittagong Campus.  The thrust of this 
session was the role that motivation plays in developing 
human resources in every organization. It was mostly an 
interactive session since the resource person wanted every 
participant to participate in the session. It lasted for more than two hours during which the resource person 
detailed almost every aspect related to motivation. Quoting from the real world of management, Mr. Salauddin 
sought to make it as enjoyable as possible and participants enjoyed it. At the end of this session, Professor 

Dr. Hilaly, Treasurer, UITS and an accomplished academician, added a few elements that were deemed vital 
for motivation training in any organization.
World Hepatitis Day Celebrated at the Initiative of the UITS Pharmacy Club

The Department of Pharmacy, UITS, celebrated “The World Hepatitis Day” at 11:00 AM on Thursday July, 28th 
2016 with an emphasis on the slogan “Strategy for the Elimination of Hepatitis-A” as part of raising people’s 
awareness. This program was conducted by Ms. Sakera Sultana, the Production Manager of GlaxoSmithKline 
Bangladesh Limited which organized the seminar with a view to raising awareness about Hepatitis A and 
cervical cancer.  
UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman and Advisor to the Board of the Trustees Professor 
Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan graced the program as the Chief 
Guest and Special Guest respectively. Among others, who 
were present in this program, included UITS Treasurer 
Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly and Director of the UITS 
Research Center Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan.
Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Solaiman said that public-
awareness raising program like this is very important. It 
might work as an important tool to protect us from undesir-
able disaster. The Chief Guest finished his address by 
thanking all the members of the UITS Pharmacy Club. The 
Special Guest Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan gave a 
speech, wishing good luck. He added that organizing such 
a public awareness raising program is like submission to 
Allah. 
As the main discussant, Ms. Sakera Sultana, Production 
Manager of GlaxoSmithKline Bangladesh Limited said that 
one person in every five adults and one teenage girl in every two bears the risks of being infected with 
Hepatitis-A in the context of the socio-economic class in Bangladesh.  She highlighted the causes, prevention 
from and antidote to Hepatitis-A. Besides, she dealt with the signs, symptoms and prevention of cervical 
cancer at the tip of the uterus and advised everybody to remain aware of all these. 
This program was presided over by Mr. Mofazzal Hossain, Head, Department of Pharmacy. The program was 
organized under the stewardship of Lecturer Md. Mehedi Hasan of the same department.

Rally and Human Chain around UITS with the slogan
“We Will Resist Extremism and Build a Golden Bengal.”

Extremists’ suicidal attack on Holey Artisan Restaurant 
in Gulshan on July 1st and their subsequent foray in 
Sholakia Eidgha Maidan on 7th July, 2016 and human 
tragedies that ensued shocked citizens of Bangladesh 
and made them angry. However, the people of Bangla-
desh who won their independence through a bloody 
national liberation struggle in 1971 are not going to be 
cowed by the attack of a handful of extremists. To be 
sure, the whole nation made a determined vow to resist 
the extremists and turn Bangladesh into a golden land 
in the aftermath of these attacks. As part of this resis-
tance program, all the universities and academic 
institutions sought to resist extremism by organizing 
rallies and human chains all over the country on 1st 
July, 2016. Students, teachers and staff of the UITS 
brought out a long rally, raised slogans against extrem-
ism and stood on the main street Progoti Sarani for 

about an hour in solidarity with all the students and academic institutions in Bangladesh. UITS Vice Chancellor 
Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman, Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees 
of the UITS and Shafiqul Islam Basek, Joint Secretary, Central Sub-committee, the Bangladesh Awami 

League spoke on the occasion. A number of UITS teachers such as Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, School of 
Science and Technology, Proctor Palash Chandra Karmakar, Assistant Professor, Department of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineering, Mr. Raihan Uddin Ahmed, Head, Department of Computer Science and Engi-
neering, and Mr. Ahmed Shiblee Noman, Head, Department of Civil Engineering played leading roles in orga-
nizing such a huge rally and human chain.

Special Workshop for 
“Officers and Staff’s Skill Development” held at UITS

A special workshop for “Officers and Staff’s Skill Develop-
ment” was held at the Baridhara Campus of UITS on 
June 20, 2016. All the officers and staff of all offices 
participated in this training workshop with a view to learn-
ing the new mechanism of skill development through 
motivation and leadership training imparted by Ahmad 
Sheparuddin, Executive Director, Human Resources and 
Administration of the PHP Family and an expert on 
Human Resources Development in Bangladesh.  Impor-
tant dignitaries who graced this workshop and also spoke 
on various aspects of skill development, included, among 
others, Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed 
Solaiman, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees, Professor 
Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. 

Hilaly, Professor A. N. M. Shareef, Controller of Examinations and Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan, 
Director, UITS Research Center and deans of all schools of UITS.

‘UITS Made Thousands of Students Soldiers of Development through
Professional Education, Sufi Mizanur Rahman

“UITS has been able to figure prominently among private 
universities in producing/making thousands of students as 
soldiers of development by imparting them different profes-
sional education” asserted Sufi Al-haj Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman Choudhury, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, 
UITS, a noted industrialist and founder of the PHP Family, 
He made this claim speaking as the Chief Guest at the 
Freshers’ Orientation Program for the Summer Semester at 
the UITS Campus at Baridhara, Dhaka on June 14th, 2016. 
Furthermore, he said to the newly admitted students, “Suc-
cess for every person depends upon how many additional 
hours he/she works in life. To be successful in life, one must 
simultaneously possess positive attitude, self-confidence, 
discipline, mentality for hard work and honesty. One can 
experience progress in his /her life, render it rich and noble, 
only when he /she is able to earn these qualities and 
harness them completely in life.” 
The Chief Guest also said, “A nation is as developed as it is 
educated. Leadership means awakening the infinite potentialities latent in humankind and reaching the desired goal 
after having overcome all the obstacles in life. Humankind, the greatest of Allah’s creations, was created noble out 
of His mercy in the sense that humankind will represent Allah on the Earth. One cannot have real education in life if 
he/she is not able to match education with training, education with humility, work with devotion, life with values and 
human love with patriotism. There is no nobler and stronger creation than humankind in this world and universe. 
This explains why we are making enlightened humankind with the help of teachers in this university with a view to 
helping humankind reach its desired goal by awakening their hidden and immortal energy and by making them 
stand on their own after having emboldened them through human attributes.”
He further deliberated, “I have anxiety/agony in my heart for the education of the children of this country.  I founded 
this university to educate the children of this country at a low cost with a view to raising them as competent and 

enlightened human beings. If possible and if I get opportunities, I shall make this country a golden one by founding 
more universities.” 
Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, the honorable Advisor to the UITS Broad of Trustees and Ahmad Sheparuddin, 
Executive Director, Human Resources and Administration of the PHP Family also spoke in this orientation program 
chaired by UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman. Professor Dr. S. R. Hillay gave welcome 
address to the newly admitted students on this occasion. Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean School of Liberal Arts and Social 
Sciences, thanked all the invited guests attending this program. Many reputed academicians of the country, 
honored personalities from all walks of life, teachers, students, officers and staff were also present on this occasion. 
Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting) conducted this orientation program.

Substance Abuse and Rehabilitation: Role of Social Worker

The Department of Social 
Work at the University of 
Information Technology and 
Sciences (UITS) at Barid-
hara, Dhaka-1212 organized 
a seminar “On Substance 
Abuse and Rehabilitation: 
Role of a Social Worker” on 
27th August, 2016. Chaired 
by Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, 
School of Liberal Arts and 
Social Sciences and Head, Department of Social Work, this seminar was graced by UITS Vice Chancellor 
Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman as chief guest and Advisor to the Board of the Trustees Professor Dr. KM 
Saiful Islam Khan as special guest respectively.  Among others who were present in this seminar included 
substance abuse and rehabilitation experts of the Greenlife, a rehabilitation center and Protoy, another reha-
bilitation center, sociologists, psychologists, officials of the Drug Control Directorate, representatives of the 
PHP Family,  many officials of the UITS and students of the Department of Social Work of UITS.

Discussion “On the Role of Education in Resisting Militancy and Terrorism”
Held at UITS. 

A discussion was held on 3rd 
September, 2016 at the 
UITS Campus “On the role of 
Education in Resisting 
Militancy and Terrorism” with 
Professor S. R. Hilaly, Trea-
surer, UITS in the chair. This 
discussion meeting was 
graced by Professor Dr. 
Mohammed Soliaman, Vice 
Chancellor, UITS, as its chief 
guest and Professor Dr. KM 

Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees, UITS as its special guest.  A number of important 
personalities of the UITS such as Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, School of Arts and Social Sciences, Mohammad 
Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), Professor Muhammad Farid Uddin Khan, Director, UITS Research Center, 
Advocate Mannan, Advisor to the Department of Law,  and Polash Chandra Karmar, Proctor, UITS, all the 
heads of various departments. Teachers of various departments, officers and students were also present.
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Seminar on Women Entrepreneurship at UITS

An important seminar entitled “Women 
Entrepreneurship Development” was held 
at the initiative of the School of Business of 
University of Information Technology and 
Science (UITS), the first IT based private 
university of Bangladesh on November 16, 
2016 at 9:30 am in the University audito-
rium. Alhaj Sufi Mohammad Mizanur 
Rahman, founder of UITS, and Chairman 
of the Board of Trustees of the university 
as well as of PHP Group, was the Chief 
Guest on the occasion.  In his speech he 
emphasized on the necessity of working 
hard with lofty dreams in mind. At one 

stage, he spoke autobiographically to establish the fact that man might bring about great positive changes in 
his life as well as in the whole world by dint of hard labour backed by a few virtues like positive attitude, self-
confidence and discipline. He informed that UITS had been providing education to its students at a compara-
tively low cost in order to build up a highly educated generation. He called upon the female students of the 
Business faculty of UITS to try to set themselves up as female entrepreneurs in future.
Famous entrepreneur, reputed academician and Executive Director of Islami Bank, Syed Ahsanul Alam 
Parvez attended the seminar as Special guest. In his speech he advised the youth to decide about their future 
plan at the proper time and work accordingly. He proposed to do everything in his capacity to establish a 
Centre for Women Entrepreneurship at UITS. The keynote paper was presented by the celebrated former 
actress, former Member of the Parliament, social worker and woman entrepreneur Sarah Begum Kabori. She 
said that she had made a combination of her artistic self and that of a businesswoman to achieve success in 
life. She cited the examples of a few great ladies who have made themselves immortal by dint of their endeav-
ours and called upon the female students to take lessons from their deeds of valour and prudence. She also 
highlighted the role of Hazrat Khadijatul Kubra at the dawn of Islam and termed her deeds as exemplary for 
the future women entrepreneurs. Prof. Saiful Islam, Advisor to the Board of Trustees, UITS, spoke on the 
occasion as a Discussant in the question-answer session. He said, women deserve the greatest honour by 
dint of their natural virtues and the dignity Allah has bestowed upon them. He also said that without women, 
human civilization would not have propagated. 
Papers were also presented by Farhana A Rahman, Vice-president of BASIS and CEO of UY systems ; Tania 
Wahab, Managing partner of Karigar; Interior designer and woman entrepreneur Durdana Hossain  and Fash-
ion designing entrepreneur Mantasha Ahmed. The introductory speech was delivered by Prof.  Shareef 
Ahmed, Dean of the School of Business and Controller of Examinations. Farhana Rahman, Head of the Busi-
ness Faculty gave vote of thanks to conclude the programme. Muhammed Fariduddin Khan, Director, 
Research Centre; Acting Registrar Mohammed Kamrul Hasan; all Deans, Heads of the department, teachers, 
officers, employees and students attended the programme.
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UITS  celebrates 13th Foundation Anniversary
The University of Information Technology and 
Sciences (UITS) celebrated its 13th Foundation 
Anniversary on 7th August at its auditorium with 
much pomp and fanfare, on the one hand, and 
with the determined vision of fighting both extrem-
ism and terrorism, on the other, in solidarity with 
the whole nation. This foundation day program 
sought to reiterate that no educational institution 
could be misused for either extremism or terror-
ism. Presided over by Professor Dr. Mohammed 
Solaiman, Vice Chancellor, the founding 
ceremony was graced by Professor Dr. Aktaruzza-
man, Pro-Vice Chancellor, University of Dhaka, 
Bangladesh and Professor Kaykobad, Dean, 
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Electronics 
Engineering, Bangladesh University of Engineer-
ing and Technology, Dhaka, Bangladesh as the 
chief and a special guest respectively. While deliv-
ering welcome address, Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, 

Treasurer, UITS deliberated, particularly on the role of spiritual education in fighting extremism and terrorism. 
The chief guest Professor Aktaruzzaman welcomed all including students. He paid tribute to Bangabandhu, 
his family and the freedom fighters. He also talked effusively about Sufi Muhammad Mizanur Rahman. He 
emphasized upon resisting terrorism while simultaneously creating an environment for good education in 
proper ways.  As a special guest, BUET Professor Kaykobad referred to the speech by Professor Hilaly and 
recalled his fond memories associated with the UITS over the last thirteen years. He also appreciated the role 
of Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur Rahman, the founder of UITS for his student friendly attitude as the owner of 
UITS. Ahmad Sheperuddin, Executive Director, Human Resources and Administration, PHP Family also 
spoke on thie occasion and highlighted the role of positive education, starting within the family in combating 
terrorism. Professor Dr. Saiful Islam Khan said that all educational institutions are not responsible for terror-
ism; rather a few ones led by some people are responsible for terrorism. Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman, chief discussant of the foundation ceremony of the UITS, its founder and Chairman of the Board of 
the Trustees, claimed that UITS has been able to train thousands of its students as soldiers of development 
by imparting professional education to them. He reiterated that every man could succeed in life by putting 
additional hours into labor. He also stressed upon discipline, positive attitude, self-confidence, positive mental-
ity for hard labor and honesty as the keys to success in life.  
In his speech as the chair of the program, Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman projected Sufi 
Mizanur Rahman as a role model for his motto “Quality over quantity with affordable cost.” He added that 
ethics and patriotism are taught here with the special initiative of its founder, Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman. The university will be more activity-oriented in future, the Vice Chancellor hoped. Professor A. N. M. 
Shareef, Controller of Examinations, thanked all, especially the dignitaries for being there and making the 
program a successful one. The entire program was conducted by Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, School of 
Science and Engineering. Other dignitaries, present in the program, included Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, School 
of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan, Director, UITS Research 
Center, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), heads of various departments, officials and staff of the 
university and, above all, students.

Cake Festival under the Auspices of Law Faculty

The Faculty of Law organised a Cake Festival with the slogan 
“Department of law reverberates with the galore of winter cakes” 
on Saturday, 10 December, 2016. A grand collection of various 
kinds of cakes from different areas was put on display and sale 
in the stalls. The festival was inaugurated by Professor Dr. 
Mohammed Solaiman, the hon’ble Vice Chancellor of the 

University at 10 a.m.  Also present at the time of inauguration were Prof. Farid uddin Khan, Director, UITS 
Research Centre;  Mohammed Kamrul Hasan, Acting Registrer; members of the Faculty officers and employ-
ees.  

UITS Pays Homage to Bangabandhu on National Mourning Day

National Mourning Day is a great occasion on which 
tens of thousands of people muster strong at the 
Museum of Bangabandhu on 15th August, the 
National Day of Mourning. Various organizations 
participate and vie with each other to pay homage to 
Bangabandhu on this day. University of Information 
Technology and Science (UITS), a reputed institution 
of higher education, was not an exception. In this 
regard, UITS Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, 
accompanied by UITS teachers, officers and staff, 
paid homage to Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman, the Founder of independent Bangladesh, 
Father of the Bengalee nation and the greatest 
Bengali figure in history by offering floral wreath to 
his statute located at the Road No. 32, Dhanmondi on 
the occasion of his 41st martyrdom and to those of 
his family on 15th August, the Day of his martyrdom 
and National Mourning. Other important dignitaries 

who were part of the UITS delegation on this occasion 
included, among others, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), Senior Assistant Director Mir Farhad 
Foysal, and Assistant Registrar K. M. Shakil Hossain. 

Milad Mahfil and Discussion on
National Mourning Day 

Organized by UITS

A somber Milad Mahfil and National Mourn-
ing Day discussion marking the 41st martyr-
dom of the founder of Bangladesh and 
Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman was held at 3:00 PM UITS 
on 13th August, 2016.  Chaired by UITS 
Treasurer Professor S. R. Hilaly, this mourn-
ing program was addressed by a number of 
dignitaries including Dr. Mizanur Rahman, 
Dean, School of Science and Engineering, 
Mehedi Hasan, Lecturer, Department of 
Persian Language and Literature, University 
of Dhaka, Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin 
Khan, Director of the UITS Research Center, 
Professor A. N. M. Shareef, Controller of 
Examinations and Professor Dr. KM Saiful 
Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees. Prof. KM Saiful Islam Khan drew an historical analogy and 
compared the politics, especially the killing of Bangandhu and that of his teen age son Russel to the great 
story of Karbala. Professor Hlialy appreciated Bangabandhu most for the three basic contributions that he 
made to Bangladesh such as the formulation of the Constitution of the Republic of Bangladesh, Formulation 
of the First Five Year Plan of Bangladesh without any input from outsiders and the Commissioning of the Kud-

Rat- E Khuda Shikha (Education) Commission which was completed during his life time. A milad was held 
following the conclusion of the speeches. UITS Registrar Mohammad Kamrul Hasan (acting), teachers, 
officers and staff attended this solemn occasion.

2nd Civil Engineering Fest-2016 Held at UITS

The Department of Civil Engineering at 
UITS held a two day 2nd Civil Engineering 
Festival between August 4th and 5th, 2016. 
A Seminar entitled “The Role of Civil Engi-
neers in Sustainable Development” took 
place with Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, 
School of Science and Engineering in the 
chair as part of the festivity on the first day 
of the program. The main discussant of this 
seminar was Professor Dr. Ataur Rahman, 
Chair, Department of Water Resources 
Engineering at the Bangladesh University of 
Engineering and Technology (BUET). UITS 
Vice Chancellor and a noted educationalist 
of Bangladesh Professor Dr. Mohammed 

Solaiman graced the occasion as the chief guest while Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the 
Board of the Trustees, UITS, was present on this occasion as its honored guest.   A seminar “On Scientific 
Research Presentation” which featured as the 2nd session of the day was also held. The chief guest for this 
session was UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman and special guests were Professor Dr. 
Md. Mazharul Haque, Professor, Department of Civil Engineering and Professor Dr. Afzal Ahmed, Department 
of Civil Engineering, Military Institute of Science and Technology (MIST), Dhaka, Bangladesh.  Among others 
present on this occasionwere Ahmed Shiblee Noman, Head, Department of Civil Engineering and other teach-
ers of the same Department. Md. Khorshed Ali, Assistant Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, 
conducted the program.

Celebration of the Greats:
Rabindranath, Nazrul and 

Shakespeare 
A seminar and cultural show titled “Celebration 
of the Greats: Rabindranath, Nazrul and Shake-
speare” was held on 3rd August, 2016 at the 
initiative of the Department of English, UITS. 
This interesting seminar and cultural program 
was graced by UITS Vice Chancellor Professor 
Dr. Mohammed Solaiman and UITS Treasurer 
Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly as its chief and 
special guest respectively. Ms. Syeda Afsana 
Ferdosi, Head, Department of English, 
welcomed everybody in her introductory address of the day. The key note paper titled “Shakespeare,-Rabindranath-Nazrul: 
World Humanity, Peace and Preachers of the Message of Emancipation” was read out by its author Dr. Fazlul Haque 
Saikat, a teacher of the National University, researcher and literary critic. The program was conducted by  Tania Tabassum, 
lecturer, Department of English. The whole program was marked by lively and entertaining cultural events such as Rabin-
dranath and Nazrul’s poetry recitations, dance performances  and songs. However, the most attractive part of the cultural 
show was the staging of “Merchant of Venice”, a drama by William Shakespeare. Various deans, teachers and a host of 
students of the university enjoyed this lively program.

UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman is speaking on Civil 
Engineering Fest. (From Left): Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, School of Science and 
Engineering, BUET Professor  Dr. Ataur Rahman, Advisor to the Board of the 
Trustees Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan and Ahmed Shiblee Noman, Head, 
Department of Civil Engineering are seen on the podium.

UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman is speaking as the chief 
guest of the Seminar and cultural show titled “Celebration of the Greats” organized by 
the Department of English.

Business Promotion Day Organized by 
Business Students

Business Promotion Day sponsored by the Pran Dairy, a leading 
Food and Beverages Company of Bangladesh, was organized 
with the cooperation of students and teachers of the School of 
Business Studies at UITS on July 30th, 2016. Twelve different 
stalls with their respective brands of goods and services such as 
online shopping, entrepreneurship, salesmanship, career devel-
opment, book fair, fashion designs, handicrafts, catering 
services, etc., were installed for publicity aiming at promoting 
marketing. The stalls such as Robi, Dutch Bangla, UI Systems, 
Health Prio.Com, Rokomary.Com, Sisily Beauty Parlour 
displayed their goods and services with which both students and 
invited guests were made familiar by the experienced personnel 
of these companies.

However, the chief attraction of the day was Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur Rahman Chowdhury, the founder 
of UITS and Chairman of the PHP Family, a major industrial concern of Bangladesh. He inaugurated the 
program and stopped by at every business stall. Those who accompanied Sufi Mizanur Rahman included 
UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman, Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the 
Board of the Trustees, Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, Controller of Examinations Professor A. N. M. 
Shareef, Mohammad Nazmul Islam, Dean, School of Business Studies, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar 
(acting) and a host of students and teachers of various departments.
The main purpose of the School of Business Studies in organizing such a business fair was to form a platform 
where students can gain practical experiences from such course related issues as marketing, fund manage-
ment, salesmanship, and communications which might create self-confidence in their professional life. This 
business fair was also marked by Raffle Draw, Future Corner, and fortune-telling based on palmistry, beautifi-
cation, photography and Selfie contest open for both spectators and students. Those who won in these items 
were given away prizes. This fair turned out to be a hilarious occasion for all.  Overall, students ended up gain-
ing a lot of ideas on branding and marketing from this fair.

Training Workshop for Officers Held at UITS

Training is vital for the development of human resources in 
any institution including universities. From that viewpoint, 
the new Vice Chancellor has sought to revamp UITS 
administration through a series of training programs. The 
first training program which was conducted by Ahmad 
Sheparudin, Executive Director, Humans Resources and 
Development of the PHP and an adjunct Professor of the 
UITS was held in June 2016. The second training program 
was held on 28th July, 2016 at the premise of the UITS at 
Baridhara, Dhaka, Bangladesh. The main resource person 
who conducted this training session for the officers was Mr. 
Salauddin, a faculty member of the Bangladesh Institute of 
Bank Management, Chittagong Campus.  The thrust of this 
session was the role that motivation plays in developing 
human resources in every organization. It was mostly an 
interactive session since the resource person wanted every 
participant to participate in the session. It lasted for more than two hours during which the resource person 
detailed almost every aspect related to motivation. Quoting from the real world of management, Mr. Salauddin 
sought to make it as enjoyable as possible and participants enjoyed it. At the end of this session, Professor 

Dr. Hilaly, Treasurer, UITS and an accomplished academician, added a few elements that were deemed vital 
for motivation training in any organization.
World Hepatitis Day Celebrated at the Initiative of the UITS Pharmacy Club

The Department of Pharmacy, UITS, celebrated “The World Hepatitis Day” at 11:00 AM on Thursday July, 28th 
2016 with an emphasis on the slogan “Strategy for the Elimination of Hepatitis-A” as part of raising people’s 
awareness. This program was conducted by Ms. Sakera Sultana, the Production Manager of GlaxoSmithKline 
Bangladesh Limited which organized the seminar with a view to raising awareness about Hepatitis A and 
cervical cancer.  
UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman and Advisor to the Board of the Trustees Professor 
Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan graced the program as the Chief 
Guest and Special Guest respectively. Among others, who 
were present in this program, included UITS Treasurer 
Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly and Director of the UITS 
Research Center Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan.
Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Solaiman said that public-
awareness raising program like this is very important. It 
might work as an important tool to protect us from undesir-
able disaster. The Chief Guest finished his address by 
thanking all the members of the UITS Pharmacy Club. The 
Special Guest Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan gave a 
speech, wishing good luck. He added that organizing such 
a public awareness raising program is like submission to 
Allah. 
As the main discussant, Ms. Sakera Sultana, Production 
Manager of GlaxoSmithKline Bangladesh Limited said that 
one person in every five adults and one teenage girl in every two bears the risks of being infected with 
Hepatitis-A in the context of the socio-economic class in Bangladesh.  She highlighted the causes, prevention 
from and antidote to Hepatitis-A. Besides, she dealt with the signs, symptoms and prevention of cervical 
cancer at the tip of the uterus and advised everybody to remain aware of all these. 
This program was presided over by Mr. Mofazzal Hossain, Head, Department of Pharmacy. The program was 
organized under the stewardship of Lecturer Md. Mehedi Hasan of the same department.

Rally and Human Chain around UITS with the slogan
“We Will Resist Extremism and Build a Golden Bengal.”

Extremists’ suicidal attack on Holey Artisan Restaurant 
in Gulshan on July 1st and their subsequent foray in 
Sholakia Eidgha Maidan on 7th July, 2016 and human 
tragedies that ensued shocked citizens of Bangladesh 
and made them angry. However, the people of Bangla-
desh who won their independence through a bloody 
national liberation struggle in 1971 are not going to be 
cowed by the attack of a handful of extremists. To be 
sure, the whole nation made a determined vow to resist 
the extremists and turn Bangladesh into a golden land 
in the aftermath of these attacks. As part of this resis-
tance program, all the universities and academic 
institutions sought to resist extremism by organizing 
rallies and human chains all over the country on 1st 
July, 2016. Students, teachers and staff of the UITS 
brought out a long rally, raised slogans against extrem-
ism and stood on the main street Progoti Sarani for 

about an hour in solidarity with all the students and academic institutions in Bangladesh. UITS Vice Chancellor 
Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman, Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees 
of the UITS and Shafiqul Islam Basek, Joint Secretary, Central Sub-committee, the Bangladesh Awami 

League spoke on the occasion. A number of UITS teachers such as Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, School of 
Science and Technology, Proctor Palash Chandra Karmakar, Assistant Professor, Department of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineering, Mr. Raihan Uddin Ahmed, Head, Department of Computer Science and Engi-
neering, and Mr. Ahmed Shiblee Noman, Head, Department of Civil Engineering played leading roles in orga-
nizing such a huge rally and human chain.

Special Workshop for 
“Officers and Staff’s Skill Development” held at UITS

A special workshop for “Officers and Staff’s Skill Develop-
ment” was held at the Baridhara Campus of UITS on 
June 20, 2016. All the officers and staff of all offices 
participated in this training workshop with a view to learn-
ing the new mechanism of skill development through 
motivation and leadership training imparted by Ahmad 
Sheparuddin, Executive Director, Human Resources and 
Administration of the PHP Family and an expert on 
Human Resources Development in Bangladesh.  Impor-
tant dignitaries who graced this workshop and also spoke 
on various aspects of skill development, included, among 
others, Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed 
Solaiman, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees, Professor 
Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. 

Hilaly, Professor A. N. M. Shareef, Controller of Examinations and Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan, 
Director, UITS Research Center and deans of all schools of UITS.

‘UITS Made Thousands of Students Soldiers of Development through
Professional Education, Sufi Mizanur Rahman

“UITS has been able to figure prominently among private 
universities in producing/making thousands of students as 
soldiers of development by imparting them different profes-
sional education” asserted Sufi Al-haj Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman Choudhury, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, 
UITS, a noted industrialist and founder of the PHP Family, 
He made this claim speaking as the Chief Guest at the 
Freshers’ Orientation Program for the Summer Semester at 
the UITS Campus at Baridhara, Dhaka on June 14th, 2016. 
Furthermore, he said to the newly admitted students, “Suc-
cess for every person depends upon how many additional 
hours he/she works in life. To be successful in life, one must 
simultaneously possess positive attitude, self-confidence, 
discipline, mentality for hard work and honesty. One can 
experience progress in his /her life, render it rich and noble, 
only when he /she is able to earn these qualities and 
harness them completely in life.” 
The Chief Guest also said, “A nation is as developed as it is 
educated. Leadership means awakening the infinite potentialities latent in humankind and reaching the desired goal 
after having overcome all the obstacles in life. Humankind, the greatest of Allah’s creations, was created noble out 
of His mercy in the sense that humankind will represent Allah on the Earth. One cannot have real education in life if 
he/she is not able to match education with training, education with humility, work with devotion, life with values and 
human love with patriotism. There is no nobler and stronger creation than humankind in this world and universe. 
This explains why we are making enlightened humankind with the help of teachers in this university with a view to 
helping humankind reach its desired goal by awakening their hidden and immortal energy and by making them 
stand on their own after having emboldened them through human attributes.”
He further deliberated, “I have anxiety/agony in my heart for the education of the children of this country.  I founded 
this university to educate the children of this country at a low cost with a view to raising them as competent and 

enlightened human beings. If possible and if I get opportunities, I shall make this country a golden one by founding 
more universities.” 
Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, the honorable Advisor to the UITS Broad of Trustees and Ahmad Sheparuddin, 
Executive Director, Human Resources and Administration of the PHP Family also spoke in this orientation program 
chaired by UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman. Professor Dr. S. R. Hillay gave welcome 
address to the newly admitted students on this occasion. Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean School of Liberal Arts and Social 
Sciences, thanked all the invited guests attending this program. Many reputed academicians of the country, 
honored personalities from all walks of life, teachers, students, officers and staff were also present on this occasion. 
Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting) conducted this orientation program.

Substance Abuse and Rehabilitation: Role of Social Worker

The Department of Social 
Work at the University of 
Information Technology and 
Sciences (UITS) at Barid-
hara, Dhaka-1212 organized 
a seminar “On Substance 
Abuse and Rehabilitation: 
Role of a Social Worker” on 
27th August, 2016. Chaired 
by Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, 
School of Liberal Arts and 
Social Sciences and Head, Department of Social Work, this seminar was graced by UITS Vice Chancellor 
Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman as chief guest and Advisor to the Board of the Trustees Professor Dr. KM 
Saiful Islam Khan as special guest respectively.  Among others who were present in this seminar included 
substance abuse and rehabilitation experts of the Greenlife, a rehabilitation center and Protoy, another reha-
bilitation center, sociologists, psychologists, officials of the Drug Control Directorate, representatives of the 
PHP Family,  many officials of the UITS and students of the Department of Social Work of UITS.

Discussion “On the Role of Education in Resisting Militancy and Terrorism”
Held at UITS. 

A discussion was held on 3rd 
September, 2016 at the 
UITS Campus “On the role of 
Education in Resisting 
Militancy and Terrorism” with 
Professor S. R. Hilaly, Trea-
surer, UITS in the chair. This 
discussion meeting was 
graced by Professor Dr. 
Mohammed Soliaman, Vice 
Chancellor, UITS, as its chief 
guest and Professor Dr. KM 

Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees, UITS as its special guest.  A number of important 
personalities of the UITS such as Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, School of Arts and Social Sciences, Mohammad 
Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), Professor Muhammad Farid Uddin Khan, Director, UITS Research Center, 
Advocate Mannan, Advisor to the Department of Law,  and Polash Chandra Karmar, Proctor, UITS, all the 
heads of various departments. Teachers of various departments, officers and students were also present.
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Seminar on Women Entrepreneurship at UITS

An important seminar entitled “Women 
Entrepreneurship Development” was held 
at the initiative of the School of Business of 
University of Information Technology and 
Science (UITS), the first IT based private 
university of Bangladesh on November 16, 
2016 at 9:30 am in the University audito-
rium. Alhaj Sufi Mohammad Mizanur 
Rahman, founder of UITS, and Chairman 
of the Board of Trustees of the university 
as well as of PHP Group, was the Chief 
Guest on the occasion.  In his speech he 
emphasized on the necessity of working 
hard with lofty dreams in mind. At one 

stage, he spoke autobiographically to establish the fact that man might bring about great positive changes in 
his life as well as in the whole world by dint of hard labour backed by a few virtues like positive attitude, self-
confidence and discipline. He informed that UITS had been providing education to its students at a compara-
tively low cost in order to build up a highly educated generation. He called upon the female students of the 
Business faculty of UITS to try to set themselves up as female entrepreneurs in future.
Famous entrepreneur, reputed academician and Executive Director of Islami Bank, Syed Ahsanul Alam 
Parvez attended the seminar as Special guest. In his speech he advised the youth to decide about their future 
plan at the proper time and work accordingly. He proposed to do everything in his capacity to establish a 
Centre for Women Entrepreneurship at UITS. The keynote paper was presented by the celebrated former 
actress, former Member of the Parliament, social worker and woman entrepreneur Sarah Begum Kabori. She 
said that she had made a combination of her artistic self and that of a businesswoman to achieve success in 
life. She cited the examples of a few great ladies who have made themselves immortal by dint of their endeav-
ours and called upon the female students to take lessons from their deeds of valour and prudence. She also 
highlighted the role of Hazrat Khadijatul Kubra at the dawn of Islam and termed her deeds as exemplary for 
the future women entrepreneurs. Prof. Saiful Islam, Advisor to the Board of Trustees, UITS, spoke on the 
occasion as a Discussant in the question-answer session. He said, women deserve the greatest honour by 
dint of their natural virtues and the dignity Allah has bestowed upon them. He also said that without women, 
human civilization would not have propagated. 
Papers were also presented by Farhana A Rahman, Vice-president of BASIS and CEO of UY systems ; Tania 
Wahab, Managing partner of Karigar; Interior designer and woman entrepreneur Durdana Hossain  and Fash-
ion designing entrepreneur Mantasha Ahmed. The introductory speech was delivered by Prof.  Shareef 
Ahmed, Dean of the School of Business and Controller of Examinations. Farhana Rahman, Head of the Busi-
ness Faculty gave vote of thanks to conclude the programme. Muhammed Fariduddin Khan, Director, 
Research Centre; Acting Registrar Mohammed Kamrul Hasan; all Deans, Heads of the department, teachers, 
officers, employees and students attended the programme.
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UITS  celebrates 13th Foundation Anniversary
The University of Information Technology and 
Sciences (UITS) celebrated its 13th Foundation 
Anniversary on 7th August at its auditorium with 
much pomp and fanfare, on the one hand, and 
with the determined vision of fighting both extrem-
ism and terrorism, on the other, in solidarity with 
the whole nation. This foundation day program 
sought to reiterate that no educational institution 
could be misused for either extremism or terror-
ism. Presided over by Professor Dr. Mohammed 
Solaiman, Vice Chancellor, the founding 
ceremony was graced by Professor Dr. Aktaruzza-
man, Pro-Vice Chancellor, University of Dhaka, 
Bangladesh and Professor Kaykobad, Dean, 
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Electronics 
Engineering, Bangladesh University of Engineer-
ing and Technology, Dhaka, Bangladesh as the 
chief and a special guest respectively. While deliv-
ering welcome address, Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, 

Treasurer, UITS deliberated, particularly on the role of spiritual education in fighting extremism and terrorism. 
The chief guest Professor Aktaruzzaman welcomed all including students. He paid tribute to Bangabandhu, 
his family and the freedom fighters. He also talked effusively about Sufi Muhammad Mizanur Rahman. He 
emphasized upon resisting terrorism while simultaneously creating an environment for good education in 
proper ways.  As a special guest, BUET Professor Kaykobad referred to the speech by Professor Hilaly and 
recalled his fond memories associated with the UITS over the last thirteen years. He also appreciated the role 
of Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur Rahman, the founder of UITS for his student friendly attitude as the owner of 
UITS. Ahmad Sheperuddin, Executive Director, Human Resources and Administration, PHP Family also 
spoke on thie occasion and highlighted the role of positive education, starting within the family in combating 
terrorism. Professor Dr. Saiful Islam Khan said that all educational institutions are not responsible for terror-
ism; rather a few ones led by some people are responsible for terrorism. Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman, chief discussant of the foundation ceremony of the UITS, its founder and Chairman of the Board of 
the Trustees, claimed that UITS has been able to train thousands of its students as soldiers of development 
by imparting professional education to them. He reiterated that every man could succeed in life by putting 
additional hours into labor. He also stressed upon discipline, positive attitude, self-confidence, positive mental-
ity for hard labor and honesty as the keys to success in life.  
In his speech as the chair of the program, Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman projected Sufi 
Mizanur Rahman as a role model for his motto “Quality over quantity with affordable cost.” He added that 
ethics and patriotism are taught here with the special initiative of its founder, Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman. The university will be more activity-oriented in future, the Vice Chancellor hoped. Professor A. N. M. 
Shareef, Controller of Examinations, thanked all, especially the dignitaries for being there and making the 
program a successful one. The entire program was conducted by Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, School of 
Science and Engineering. Other dignitaries, present in the program, included Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, School 
of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan, Director, UITS Research 
Center, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), heads of various departments, officials and staff of the 
university and, above all, students.

Cake Festival under the Auspices of Law Faculty

The Faculty of Law organised a Cake Festival with the slogan 
“Department of law reverberates with the galore of winter cakes” 
on Saturday, 10 December, 2016. A grand collection of various 
kinds of cakes from different areas was put on display and sale 
in the stalls. The festival was inaugurated by Professor Dr. 
Mohammed Solaiman, the hon’ble Vice Chancellor of the 

University at 10 a.m.  Also present at the time of inauguration were Prof. Farid uddin Khan, Director, UITS 
Research Centre;  Mohammed Kamrul Hasan, Acting Registrer; members of the Faculty officers and employ-
ees.  

UITS Pays Homage to Bangabandhu on National Mourning Day

National Mourning Day is a great occasion on which 
tens of thousands of people muster strong at the 
Museum of Bangabandhu on 15th August, the 
National Day of Mourning. Various organizations 
participate and vie with each other to pay homage to 
Bangabandhu on this day. University of Information 
Technology and Science (UITS), a reputed institution 
of higher education, was not an exception. In this 
regard, UITS Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, 
accompanied by UITS teachers, officers and staff, 
paid homage to Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman, the Founder of independent Bangladesh, 
Father of the Bengalee nation and the greatest 
Bengali figure in history by offering floral wreath to 
his statute located at the Road No. 32, Dhanmondi on 
the occasion of his 41st martyrdom and to those of 
his family on 15th August, the Day of his martyrdom 
and National Mourning. Other important dignitaries 

who were part of the UITS delegation on this occasion 
included, among others, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), Senior Assistant Director Mir Farhad 
Foysal, and Assistant Registrar K. M. Shakil Hossain. 

Milad Mahfil and Discussion on
National Mourning Day 

Organized by UITS

A somber Milad Mahfil and National Mourn-
ing Day discussion marking the 41st martyr-
dom of the founder of Bangladesh and 
Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman was held at 3:00 PM UITS 
on 13th August, 2016.  Chaired by UITS 
Treasurer Professor S. R. Hilaly, this mourn-
ing program was addressed by a number of 
dignitaries including Dr. Mizanur Rahman, 
Dean, School of Science and Engineering, 
Mehedi Hasan, Lecturer, Department of 
Persian Language and Literature, University 
of Dhaka, Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin 
Khan, Director of the UITS Research Center, 
Professor A. N. M. Shareef, Controller of 
Examinations and Professor Dr. KM Saiful 
Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees. Prof. KM Saiful Islam Khan drew an historical analogy and 
compared the politics, especially the killing of Bangandhu and that of his teen age son Russel to the great 
story of Karbala. Professor Hlialy appreciated Bangabandhu most for the three basic contributions that he 
made to Bangladesh such as the formulation of the Constitution of the Republic of Bangladesh, Formulation 
of the First Five Year Plan of Bangladesh without any input from outsiders and the Commissioning of the Kud-

Rat- E Khuda Shikha (Education) Commission which was completed during his life time. A milad was held 
following the conclusion of the speeches. UITS Registrar Mohammad Kamrul Hasan (acting), teachers, 
officers and staff attended this solemn occasion.

2nd Civil Engineering Fest-2016 Held at UITS

The Department of Civil Engineering at 
UITS held a two day 2nd Civil Engineering 
Festival between August 4th and 5th, 2016. 
A Seminar entitled “The Role of Civil Engi-
neers in Sustainable Development” took 
place with Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, 
School of Science and Engineering in the 
chair as part of the festivity on the first day 
of the program. The main discussant of this 
seminar was Professor Dr. Ataur Rahman, 
Chair, Department of Water Resources 
Engineering at the Bangladesh University of 
Engineering and Technology (BUET). UITS 
Vice Chancellor and a noted educationalist 
of Bangladesh Professor Dr. Mohammed 

Solaiman graced the occasion as the chief guest while Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the 
Board of the Trustees, UITS, was present on this occasion as its honored guest.   A seminar “On Scientific 
Research Presentation” which featured as the 2nd session of the day was also held. The chief guest for this 
session was UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman and special guests were Professor Dr. 
Md. Mazharul Haque, Professor, Department of Civil Engineering and Professor Dr. Afzal Ahmed, Department 
of Civil Engineering, Military Institute of Science and Technology (MIST), Dhaka, Bangladesh.  Among others 
present on this occasionwere Ahmed Shiblee Noman, Head, Department of Civil Engineering and other teach-
ers of the same Department. Md. Khorshed Ali, Assistant Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, 
conducted the program.

Celebration of the Greats:
Rabindranath, Nazrul and 

Shakespeare 
A seminar and cultural show titled “Celebration 
of the Greats: Rabindranath, Nazrul and Shake-
speare” was held on 3rd August, 2016 at the 
initiative of the Department of English, UITS. 
This interesting seminar and cultural program 
was graced by UITS Vice Chancellor Professor 
Dr. Mohammed Solaiman and UITS Treasurer 
Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly as its chief and 
special guest respectively. Ms. Syeda Afsana 
Ferdosi, Head, Department of English, 
welcomed everybody in her introductory address of the day. The key note paper titled “Shakespeare,-Rabindranath-Nazrul: 
World Humanity, Peace and Preachers of the Message of Emancipation” was read out by its author Dr. Fazlul Haque 
Saikat, a teacher of the National University, researcher and literary critic. The program was conducted by  Tania Tabassum, 
lecturer, Department of English. The whole program was marked by lively and entertaining cultural events such as Rabin-
dranath and Nazrul’s poetry recitations, dance performances  and songs. However, the most attractive part of the cultural 
show was the staging of “Merchant of Venice”, a drama by William Shakespeare. Various deans, teachers and a host of 
students of the university enjoyed this lively program.

Business Promotion Day Organized by 
Business Students

Business Promotion Day sponsored by the Pran Dairy, a leading 
Food and Beverages Company of Bangladesh, was organized 
with the cooperation of students and teachers of the School of 
Business Studies at UITS on July 30th, 2016. Twelve different 
stalls with their respective brands of goods and services such as 
online shopping, entrepreneurship, salesmanship, career devel-
opment, book fair, fashion designs, handicrafts, catering 
services, etc., were installed for publicity aiming at promoting 
marketing. The stalls such as Robi, Dutch Bangla, UI Systems, 
Health Prio.Com, Rokomary.Com, Sisily Beauty Parlour 
displayed their goods and services with which both students and 
invited guests were made familiar by the experienced personnel 
of these companies.

However, the chief attraction of the day was Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur Rahman Chowdhury, the founder 
of UITS and Chairman of the PHP Family, a major industrial concern of Bangladesh. He inaugurated the 
program and stopped by at every business stall. Those who accompanied Sufi Mizanur Rahman included 
UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman, Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the 
Board of the Trustees, Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, Controller of Examinations Professor A. N. M. 
Shareef, Mohammad Nazmul Islam, Dean, School of Business Studies, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar 
(acting) and a host of students and teachers of various departments.
The main purpose of the School of Business Studies in organizing such a business fair was to form a platform 
where students can gain practical experiences from such course related issues as marketing, fund manage-
ment, salesmanship, and communications which might create self-confidence in their professional life. This 
business fair was also marked by Raffle Draw, Future Corner, and fortune-telling based on palmistry, beautifi-
cation, photography and Selfie contest open for both spectators and students. Those who won in these items 
were given away prizes. This fair turned out to be a hilarious occasion for all.  Overall, students ended up gain-
ing a lot of ideas on branding and marketing from this fair.

Training Workshop for Officers Held at UITS

Training is vital for the development of human resources in 
any institution including universities. From that viewpoint, 
the new Vice Chancellor has sought to revamp UITS 
administration through a series of training programs. The 
first training program which was conducted by Ahmad 
Sheparudin, Executive Director, Humans Resources and 
Development of the PHP and an adjunct Professor of the 
UITS was held in June 2016. The second training program 
was held on 28th July, 2016 at the premise of the UITS at 
Baridhara, Dhaka, Bangladesh. The main resource person 
who conducted this training session for the officers was Mr. 
Salauddin, a faculty member of the Bangladesh Institute of 
Bank Management, Chittagong Campus.  The thrust of this 
session was the role that motivation plays in developing 
human resources in every organization. It was mostly an 
interactive session since the resource person wanted every 
participant to participate in the session. It lasted for more than two hours during which the resource person 
detailed almost every aspect related to motivation. Quoting from the real world of management, Mr. Salauddin 
sought to make it as enjoyable as possible and participants enjoyed it. At the end of this session, Professor 

Chief Guest Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur Rahman (center) 
accompanied by Professor A. N. M. Shareef, Controller of 
Examinations and Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, 
Advisor to the Board of the Trustees (on right), Vice Chancel-
lor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman (behind) and Md. 
Nazmul Islam, Dean, School of Business Studies (on left) are 
seen here interacting with students on Business Day. 

Mr. Salauddin, a faculty member of the Bangladesh Institute of 
Bank Management, Chittagong Campus is seen conducting 
training session. (From left) Professor Mohammad Farid 
Uddin Khan, Director, UITS Research Center, Ahmad Shepa-
ruddin, Executive Director, Human Resources Development 
and Administration, PHP, UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. 
Mohammed Solaiman and Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, 
Registrar (acting) are seen on the podium. 

Dr. Hilaly, Treasurer, UITS and an accomplished academician, added a few elements that were deemed vital 
for motivation training in any organization.
World Hepatitis Day Celebrated at the Initiative of the UITS Pharmacy Club

The Department of Pharmacy, UITS, celebrated “The World Hepatitis Day” at 11:00 AM on Thursday July, 28th 
2016 with an emphasis on the slogan “Strategy for the Elimination of Hepatitis-A” as part of raising people’s 
awareness. This program was conducted by Ms. Sakera Sultana, the Production Manager of GlaxoSmithKline 
Bangladesh Limited which organized the seminar with a view to raising awareness about Hepatitis A and 
cervical cancer.  
UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman and Advisor to the Board of the Trustees Professor 
Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan graced the program as the Chief 
Guest and Special Guest respectively. Among others, who 
were present in this program, included UITS Treasurer 
Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly and Director of the UITS 
Research Center Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan.
Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Solaiman said that public-
awareness raising program like this is very important. It 
might work as an important tool to protect us from undesir-
able disaster. The Chief Guest finished his address by 
thanking all the members of the UITS Pharmacy Club. The 
Special Guest Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan gave a 
speech, wishing good luck. He added that organizing such 
a public awareness raising program is like submission to 
Allah. 
As the main discussant, Ms. Sakera Sultana, Production 
Manager of GlaxoSmithKline Bangladesh Limited said that 
one person in every five adults and one teenage girl in every two bears the risks of being infected with 
Hepatitis-A in the context of the socio-economic class in Bangladesh.  She highlighted the causes, prevention 
from and antidote to Hepatitis-A. Besides, she dealt with the signs, symptoms and prevention of cervical 
cancer at the tip of the uterus and advised everybody to remain aware of all these. 
This program was presided over by Mr. Mofazzal Hossain, Head, Department of Pharmacy. The program was 
organized under the stewardship of Lecturer Md. Mehedi Hasan of the same department.

Rally and Human Chain around UITS with the slogan
“We Will Resist Extremism and Build a Golden Bengal.”

Extremists’ suicidal attack on Holey Artisan Restaurant 
in Gulshan on July 1st and their subsequent foray in 
Sholakia Eidgha Maidan on 7th July, 2016 and human 
tragedies that ensued shocked citizens of Bangladesh 
and made them angry. However, the people of Bangla-
desh who won their independence through a bloody 
national liberation struggle in 1971 are not going to be 
cowed by the attack of a handful of extremists. To be 
sure, the whole nation made a determined vow to resist 
the extremists and turn Bangladesh into a golden land 
in the aftermath of these attacks. As part of this resis-
tance program, all the universities and academic 
institutions sought to resist extremism by organizing 
rallies and human chains all over the country on 1st 
July, 2016. Students, teachers and staff of the UITS 
brought out a long rally, raised slogans against extrem-
ism and stood on the main street Progoti Sarani for 

about an hour in solidarity with all the students and academic institutions in Bangladesh. UITS Vice Chancellor 
Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman, Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees 
of the UITS and Shafiqul Islam Basek, Joint Secretary, Central Sub-committee, the Bangladesh Awami 

League spoke on the occasion. A number of UITS teachers such as Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, School of 
Science and Technology, Proctor Palash Chandra Karmakar, Assistant Professor, Department of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineering, Mr. Raihan Uddin Ahmed, Head, Department of Computer Science and Engi-
neering, and Mr. Ahmed Shiblee Noman, Head, Department of Civil Engineering played leading roles in orga-
nizing such a huge rally and human chain.

Special Workshop for 
“Officers and Staff’s Skill Development” held at UITS

A special workshop for “Officers and Staff’s Skill Develop-
ment” was held at the Baridhara Campus of UITS on 
June 20, 2016. All the officers and staff of all offices 
participated in this training workshop with a view to learn-
ing the new mechanism of skill development through 
motivation and leadership training imparted by Ahmad 
Sheparuddin, Executive Director, Human Resources and 
Administration of the PHP Family and an expert on 
Human Resources Development in Bangladesh.  Impor-
tant dignitaries who graced this workshop and also spoke 
on various aspects of skill development, included, among 
others, Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed 
Solaiman, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees, Professor 
Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. 

Hilaly, Professor A. N. M. Shareef, Controller of Examinations and Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan, 
Director, UITS Research Center and deans of all schools of UITS.

‘UITS Made Thousands of Students Soldiers of Development through
Professional Education, Sufi Mizanur Rahman

“UITS has been able to figure prominently among private 
universities in producing/making thousands of students as 
soldiers of development by imparting them different profes-
sional education” asserted Sufi Al-haj Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman Choudhury, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, 
UITS, a noted industrialist and founder of the PHP Family, 
He made this claim speaking as the Chief Guest at the 
Freshers’ Orientation Program for the Summer Semester at 
the UITS Campus at Baridhara, Dhaka on June 14th, 2016. 
Furthermore, he said to the newly admitted students, “Suc-
cess for every person depends upon how many additional 
hours he/she works in life. To be successful in life, one must 
simultaneously possess positive attitude, self-confidence, 
discipline, mentality for hard work and honesty. One can 
experience progress in his /her life, render it rich and noble, 
only when he /she is able to earn these qualities and 
harness them completely in life.” 
The Chief Guest also said, “A nation is as developed as it is 
educated. Leadership means awakening the infinite potentialities latent in humankind and reaching the desired goal 
after having overcome all the obstacles in life. Humankind, the greatest of Allah’s creations, was created noble out 
of His mercy in the sense that humankind will represent Allah on the Earth. One cannot have real education in life if 
he/she is not able to match education with training, education with humility, work with devotion, life with values and 
human love with patriotism. There is no nobler and stronger creation than humankind in this world and universe. 
This explains why we are making enlightened humankind with the help of teachers in this university with a view to 
helping humankind reach its desired goal by awakening their hidden and immortal energy and by making them 
stand on their own after having emboldened them through human attributes.”
He further deliberated, “I have anxiety/agony in my heart for the education of the children of this country.  I founded 
this university to educate the children of this country at a low cost with a view to raising them as competent and 

enlightened human beings. If possible and if I get opportunities, I shall make this country a golden one by founding 
more universities.” 
Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, the honorable Advisor to the UITS Broad of Trustees and Ahmad Sheparuddin, 
Executive Director, Human Resources and Administration of the PHP Family also spoke in this orientation program 
chaired by UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman. Professor Dr. S. R. Hillay gave welcome 
address to the newly admitted students on this occasion. Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean School of Liberal Arts and Social 
Sciences, thanked all the invited guests attending this program. Many reputed academicians of the country, 
honored personalities from all walks of life, teachers, students, officers and staff were also present on this occasion. 
Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting) conducted this orientation program.

Substance Abuse and Rehabilitation: Role of Social Worker

The Department of Social 
Work at the University of 
Information Technology and 
Sciences (UITS) at Barid-
hara, Dhaka-1212 organized 
a seminar “On Substance 
Abuse and Rehabilitation: 
Role of a Social Worker” on 
27th August, 2016. Chaired 
by Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, 
School of Liberal Arts and 
Social Sciences and Head, Department of Social Work, this seminar was graced by UITS Vice Chancellor 
Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman as chief guest and Advisor to the Board of the Trustees Professor Dr. KM 
Saiful Islam Khan as special guest respectively.  Among others who were present in this seminar included 
substance abuse and rehabilitation experts of the Greenlife, a rehabilitation center and Protoy, another reha-
bilitation center, sociologists, psychologists, officials of the Drug Control Directorate, representatives of the 
PHP Family,  many officials of the UITS and students of the Department of Social Work of UITS.

Discussion “On the Role of Education in Resisting Militancy and Terrorism”
Held at UITS. 

A discussion was held on 3rd 
September, 2016 at the 
UITS Campus “On the role of 
Education in Resisting 
Militancy and Terrorism” with 
Professor S. R. Hilaly, Trea-
surer, UITS in the chair. This 
discussion meeting was 
graced by Professor Dr. 
Mohammed Soliaman, Vice 
Chancellor, UITS, as its chief 
guest and Professor Dr. KM 

Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees, UITS as its special guest.  A number of important 
personalities of the UITS such as Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, School of Arts and Social Sciences, Mohammad 
Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), Professor Muhammad Farid Uddin Khan, Director, UITS Research Center, 
Advocate Mannan, Advisor to the Department of Law,  and Polash Chandra Karmar, Proctor, UITS, all the 
heads of various departments. Teachers of various departments, officers and students were also present.
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Seminar on Women Entrepreneurship at UITS

An important seminar entitled “Women 
Entrepreneurship Development” was held 
at the initiative of the School of Business of 
University of Information Technology and 
Science (UITS), the first IT based private 
university of Bangladesh on November 16, 
2016 at 9:30 am in the University audito-
rium. Alhaj Sufi Mohammad Mizanur 
Rahman, founder of UITS, and Chairman 
of the Board of Trustees of the university 
as well as of PHP Group, was the Chief 
Guest on the occasion.  In his speech he 
emphasized on the necessity of working 
hard with lofty dreams in mind. At one 

stage, he spoke autobiographically to establish the fact that man might bring about great positive changes in 
his life as well as in the whole world by dint of hard labour backed by a few virtues like positive attitude, self-
confidence and discipline. He informed that UITS had been providing education to its students at a compara-
tively low cost in order to build up a highly educated generation. He called upon the female students of the 
Business faculty of UITS to try to set themselves up as female entrepreneurs in future.
Famous entrepreneur, reputed academician and Executive Director of Islami Bank, Syed Ahsanul Alam 
Parvez attended the seminar as Special guest. In his speech he advised the youth to decide about their future 
plan at the proper time and work accordingly. He proposed to do everything in his capacity to establish a 
Centre for Women Entrepreneurship at UITS. The keynote paper was presented by the celebrated former 
actress, former Member of the Parliament, social worker and woman entrepreneur Sarah Begum Kabori. She 
said that she had made a combination of her artistic self and that of a businesswoman to achieve success in 
life. She cited the examples of a few great ladies who have made themselves immortal by dint of their endeav-
ours and called upon the female students to take lessons from their deeds of valour and prudence. She also 
highlighted the role of Hazrat Khadijatul Kubra at the dawn of Islam and termed her deeds as exemplary for 
the future women entrepreneurs. Prof. Saiful Islam, Advisor to the Board of Trustees, UITS, spoke on the 
occasion as a Discussant in the question-answer session. He said, women deserve the greatest honour by 
dint of their natural virtues and the dignity Allah has bestowed upon them. He also said that without women, 
human civilization would not have propagated. 
Papers were also presented by Farhana A Rahman, Vice-president of BASIS and CEO of UY systems ; Tania 
Wahab, Managing partner of Karigar; Interior designer and woman entrepreneur Durdana Hossain  and Fash-
ion designing entrepreneur Mantasha Ahmed. The introductory speech was delivered by Prof.  Shareef 
Ahmed, Dean of the School of Business and Controller of Examinations. Farhana Rahman, Head of the Busi-
ness Faculty gave vote of thanks to conclude the programme. Muhammed Fariduddin Khan, Director, 
Research Centre; Acting Registrar Mohammed Kamrul Hasan; all Deans, Heads of the department, teachers, 
officers, employees and students attended the programme.
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UITS  celebrates 13th Foundation Anniversary
The University of Information Technology and 
Sciences (UITS) celebrated its 13th Foundation 
Anniversary on 7th August at its auditorium with 
much pomp and fanfare, on the one hand, and 
with the determined vision of fighting both extrem-
ism and terrorism, on the other, in solidarity with 
the whole nation. This foundation day program 
sought to reiterate that no educational institution 
could be misused for either extremism or terror-
ism. Presided over by Professor Dr. Mohammed 
Solaiman, Vice Chancellor, the founding 
ceremony was graced by Professor Dr. Aktaruzza-
man, Pro-Vice Chancellor, University of Dhaka, 
Bangladesh and Professor Kaykobad, Dean, 
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Electronics 
Engineering, Bangladesh University of Engineer-
ing and Technology, Dhaka, Bangladesh as the 
chief and a special guest respectively. While deliv-
ering welcome address, Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, 

Treasurer, UITS deliberated, particularly on the role of spiritual education in fighting extremism and terrorism. 
The chief guest Professor Aktaruzzaman welcomed all including students. He paid tribute to Bangabandhu, 
his family and the freedom fighters. He also talked effusively about Sufi Muhammad Mizanur Rahman. He 
emphasized upon resisting terrorism while simultaneously creating an environment for good education in 
proper ways.  As a special guest, BUET Professor Kaykobad referred to the speech by Professor Hilaly and 
recalled his fond memories associated with the UITS over the last thirteen years. He also appreciated the role 
of Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur Rahman, the founder of UITS for his student friendly attitude as the owner of 
UITS. Ahmad Sheperuddin, Executive Director, Human Resources and Administration, PHP Family also 
spoke on thie occasion and highlighted the role of positive education, starting within the family in combating 
terrorism. Professor Dr. Saiful Islam Khan said that all educational institutions are not responsible for terror-
ism; rather a few ones led by some people are responsible for terrorism. Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman, chief discussant of the foundation ceremony of the UITS, its founder and Chairman of the Board of 
the Trustees, claimed that UITS has been able to train thousands of its students as soldiers of development 
by imparting professional education to them. He reiterated that every man could succeed in life by putting 
additional hours into labor. He also stressed upon discipline, positive attitude, self-confidence, positive mental-
ity for hard labor and honesty as the keys to success in life.  
In his speech as the chair of the program, Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman projected Sufi 
Mizanur Rahman as a role model for his motto “Quality over quantity with affordable cost.” He added that 
ethics and patriotism are taught here with the special initiative of its founder, Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman. The university will be more activity-oriented in future, the Vice Chancellor hoped. Professor A. N. M. 
Shareef, Controller of Examinations, thanked all, especially the dignitaries for being there and making the 
program a successful one. The entire program was conducted by Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, School of 
Science and Engineering. Other dignitaries, present in the program, included Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, School 
of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan, Director, UITS Research 
Center, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), heads of various departments, officials and staff of the 
university and, above all, students.

Cake Festival under the Auspices of Law Faculty

The Faculty of Law organised a Cake Festival with the slogan 
“Department of law reverberates with the galore of winter cakes” 
on Saturday, 10 December, 2016. A grand collection of various 
kinds of cakes from different areas was put on display and sale 
in the stalls. The festival was inaugurated by Professor Dr. 
Mohammed Solaiman, the hon’ble Vice Chancellor of the 

University at 10 a.m.  Also present at the time of inauguration were Prof. Farid uddin Khan, Director, UITS 
Research Centre;  Mohammed Kamrul Hasan, Acting Registrer; members of the Faculty officers and employ-
ees.  

UITS Pays Homage to Bangabandhu on National Mourning Day

National Mourning Day is a great occasion on which 
tens of thousands of people muster strong at the 
Museum of Bangabandhu on 15th August, the 
National Day of Mourning. Various organizations 
participate and vie with each other to pay homage to 
Bangabandhu on this day. University of Information 
Technology and Science (UITS), a reputed institution 
of higher education, was not an exception. In this 
regard, UITS Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, 
accompanied by UITS teachers, officers and staff, 
paid homage to Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman, the Founder of independent Bangladesh, 
Father of the Bengalee nation and the greatest 
Bengali figure in history by offering floral wreath to 
his statute located at the Road No. 32, Dhanmondi on 
the occasion of his 41st martyrdom and to those of 
his family on 15th August, the Day of his martyrdom 
and National Mourning. Other important dignitaries 

who were part of the UITS delegation on this occasion 
included, among others, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), Senior Assistant Director Mir Farhad 
Foysal, and Assistant Registrar K. M. Shakil Hossain. 

Milad Mahfil and Discussion on
National Mourning Day 

Organized by UITS

A somber Milad Mahfil and National Mourn-
ing Day discussion marking the 41st martyr-
dom of the founder of Bangladesh and 
Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman was held at 3:00 PM UITS 
on 13th August, 2016.  Chaired by UITS 
Treasurer Professor S. R. Hilaly, this mourn-
ing program was addressed by a number of 
dignitaries including Dr. Mizanur Rahman, 
Dean, School of Science and Engineering, 
Mehedi Hasan, Lecturer, Department of 
Persian Language and Literature, University 
of Dhaka, Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin 
Khan, Director of the UITS Research Center, 
Professor A. N. M. Shareef, Controller of 
Examinations and Professor Dr. KM Saiful 
Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees. Prof. KM Saiful Islam Khan drew an historical analogy and 
compared the politics, especially the killing of Bangandhu and that of his teen age son Russel to the great 
story of Karbala. Professor Hlialy appreciated Bangabandhu most for the three basic contributions that he 
made to Bangladesh such as the formulation of the Constitution of the Republic of Bangladesh, Formulation 
of the First Five Year Plan of Bangladesh without any input from outsiders and the Commissioning of the Kud-

Rat- E Khuda Shikha (Education) Commission which was completed during his life time. A milad was held 
following the conclusion of the speeches. UITS Registrar Mohammad Kamrul Hasan (acting), teachers, 
officers and staff attended this solemn occasion.

2nd Civil Engineering Fest-2016 Held at UITS

The Department of Civil Engineering at 
UITS held a two day 2nd Civil Engineering 
Festival between August 4th and 5th, 2016. 
A Seminar entitled “The Role of Civil Engi-
neers in Sustainable Development” took 
place with Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, 
School of Science and Engineering in the 
chair as part of the festivity on the first day 
of the program. The main discussant of this 
seminar was Professor Dr. Ataur Rahman, 
Chair, Department of Water Resources 
Engineering at the Bangladesh University of 
Engineering and Technology (BUET). UITS 
Vice Chancellor and a noted educationalist 
of Bangladesh Professor Dr. Mohammed 

Solaiman graced the occasion as the chief guest while Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the 
Board of the Trustees, UITS, was present on this occasion as its honored guest.   A seminar “On Scientific 
Research Presentation” which featured as the 2nd session of the day was also held. The chief guest for this 
session was UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman and special guests were Professor Dr. 
Md. Mazharul Haque, Professor, Department of Civil Engineering and Professor Dr. Afzal Ahmed, Department 
of Civil Engineering, Military Institute of Science and Technology (MIST), Dhaka, Bangladesh.  Among others 
present on this occasionwere Ahmed Shiblee Noman, Head, Department of Civil Engineering and other teach-
ers of the same Department. Md. Khorshed Ali, Assistant Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, 
conducted the program.

Celebration of the Greats:
Rabindranath, Nazrul and 

Shakespeare 
A seminar and cultural show titled “Celebration 
of the Greats: Rabindranath, Nazrul and Shake-
speare” was held on 3rd August, 2016 at the 
initiative of the Department of English, UITS. 
This interesting seminar and cultural program 
was graced by UITS Vice Chancellor Professor 
Dr. Mohammed Solaiman and UITS Treasurer 
Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly as its chief and 
special guest respectively. Ms. Syeda Afsana 
Ferdosi, Head, Department of English, 
welcomed everybody in her introductory address of the day. The key note paper titled “Shakespeare,-Rabindranath-Nazrul: 
World Humanity, Peace and Preachers of the Message of Emancipation” was read out by its author Dr. Fazlul Haque 
Saikat, a teacher of the National University, researcher and literary critic. The program was conducted by  Tania Tabassum, 
lecturer, Department of English. The whole program was marked by lively and entertaining cultural events such as Rabin-
dranath and Nazrul’s poetry recitations, dance performances  and songs. However, the most attractive part of the cultural 
show was the staging of “Merchant of Venice”, a drama by William Shakespeare. Various deans, teachers and a host of 
students of the university enjoyed this lively program.

Business Promotion Day Organized by 
Business Students

Business Promotion Day sponsored by the Pran Dairy, a leading 
Food and Beverages Company of Bangladesh, was organized 
with the cooperation of students and teachers of the School of 
Business Studies at UITS on July 30th, 2016. Twelve different 
stalls with their respective brands of goods and services such as 
online shopping, entrepreneurship, salesmanship, career devel-
opment, book fair, fashion designs, handicrafts, catering 
services, etc., were installed for publicity aiming at promoting 
marketing. The stalls such as Robi, Dutch Bangla, UI Systems, 
Health Prio.Com, Rokomary.Com, Sisily Beauty Parlour 
displayed their goods and services with which both students and 
invited guests were made familiar by the experienced personnel 
of these companies.

However, the chief attraction of the day was Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur Rahman Chowdhury, the founder 
of UITS and Chairman of the PHP Family, a major industrial concern of Bangladesh. He inaugurated the 
program and stopped by at every business stall. Those who accompanied Sufi Mizanur Rahman included 
UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman, Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the 
Board of the Trustees, Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, Controller of Examinations Professor A. N. M. 
Shareef, Mohammad Nazmul Islam, Dean, School of Business Studies, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar 
(acting) and a host of students and teachers of various departments.
The main purpose of the School of Business Studies in organizing such a business fair was to form a platform 
where students can gain practical experiences from such course related issues as marketing, fund manage-
ment, salesmanship, and communications which might create self-confidence in their professional life. This 
business fair was also marked by Raffle Draw, Future Corner, and fortune-telling based on palmistry, beautifi-
cation, photography and Selfie contest open for both spectators and students. Those who won in these items 
were given away prizes. This fair turned out to be a hilarious occasion for all.  Overall, students ended up gain-
ing a lot of ideas on branding and marketing from this fair.

Training Workshop for Officers Held at UITS

Training is vital for the development of human resources in 
any institution including universities. From that viewpoint, 
the new Vice Chancellor has sought to revamp UITS 
administration through a series of training programs. The 
first training program which was conducted by Ahmad 
Sheparudin, Executive Director, Humans Resources and 
Development of the PHP and an adjunct Professor of the 
UITS was held in June 2016. The second training program 
was held on 28th July, 2016 at the premise of the UITS at 
Baridhara, Dhaka, Bangladesh. The main resource person 
who conducted this training session for the officers was Mr. 
Salauddin, a faculty member of the Bangladesh Institute of 
Bank Management, Chittagong Campus.  The thrust of this 
session was the role that motivation plays in developing 
human resources in every organization. It was mostly an 
interactive session since the resource person wanted every 
participant to participate in the session. It lasted for more than two hours during which the resource person 
detailed almost every aspect related to motivation. Quoting from the real world of management, Mr. Salauddin 
sought to make it as enjoyable as possible and participants enjoyed it. At the end of this session, Professor 

Dr. Hilaly, Treasurer, UITS and an accomplished academician, added a few elements that were deemed vital 
for motivation training in any organization.
World Hepatitis Day Celebrated at the Initiative of the UITS Pharmacy Club

The Department of Pharmacy, UITS, celebrated “The World Hepatitis Day” at 11:00 AM on Thursday July, 28th 
2016 with an emphasis on the slogan “Strategy for the Elimination of Hepatitis-A” as part of raising people’s 
awareness. This program was conducted by Ms. Sakera Sultana, the Production Manager of GlaxoSmithKline 
Bangladesh Limited which organized the seminar with a view to raising awareness about Hepatitis A and 
cervical cancer.  
UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman and Advisor to the Board of the Trustees Professor 
Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan graced the program as the Chief 
Guest and Special Guest respectively. Among others, who 
were present in this program, included UITS Treasurer 
Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly and Director of the UITS 
Research Center Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan.
Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Solaiman said that public-
awareness raising program like this is very important. It 
might work as an important tool to protect us from undesir-
able disaster. The Chief Guest finished his address by 
thanking all the members of the UITS Pharmacy Club. The 
Special Guest Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan gave a 
speech, wishing good luck. He added that organizing such 
a public awareness raising program is like submission to 
Allah. 
As the main discussant, Ms. Sakera Sultana, Production 
Manager of GlaxoSmithKline Bangladesh Limited said that 
one person in every five adults and one teenage girl in every two bears the risks of being infected with 
Hepatitis-A in the context of the socio-economic class in Bangladesh.  She highlighted the causes, prevention 
from and antidote to Hepatitis-A. Besides, she dealt with the signs, symptoms and prevention of cervical 
cancer at the tip of the uterus and advised everybody to remain aware of all these. 
This program was presided over by Mr. Mofazzal Hossain, Head, Department of Pharmacy. The program was 
organized under the stewardship of Lecturer Md. Mehedi Hasan of the same department.

Rally and Human Chain around UITS with the slogan
“We Will Resist Extremism and Build a Golden Bengal.”

Extremists’ suicidal attack on Holey Artisan Restaurant 
in Gulshan on July 1st and their subsequent foray in 
Sholakia Eidgha Maidan on 7th July, 2016 and human 
tragedies that ensued shocked citizens of Bangladesh 
and made them angry. However, the people of Bangla-
desh who won their independence through a bloody 
national liberation struggle in 1971 are not going to be 
cowed by the attack of a handful of extremists. To be 
sure, the whole nation made a determined vow to resist 
the extremists and turn Bangladesh into a golden land 
in the aftermath of these attacks. As part of this resis-
tance program, all the universities and academic 
institutions sought to resist extremism by organizing 
rallies and human chains all over the country on 1st 
July, 2016. Students, teachers and staff of the UITS 
brought out a long rally, raised slogans against extrem-
ism and stood on the main street Progoti Sarani for 

about an hour in solidarity with all the students and academic institutions in Bangladesh. UITS Vice Chancellor 
Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman, Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees 
of the UITS and Shafiqul Islam Basek, Joint Secretary, Central Sub-committee, the Bangladesh Awami 

Ms. Sakera Sultana, Production Manager, GlaxoSmithKline 
Bangladesh Limited, is here seen speaking at an UITS 
seminar on disease awareness program Hepatitis-A on “The 
World Hepatitis Day”

Behind the banner standing (from left) are UITS Controller of Exami-
nations Professor A. N. M. Shareef, UITS Treasurer Professor Dr. S. 
R. Hilaly, Advisor to the Board of the UITS Board of the Trustees 
Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. 
Mohammed Solaiman, UITS Registrar (acting) Mohammad Kamrul 
Hasan, Assistant Registrar Mr. Sujan and Professor Mohammad 
Farid Uddin Khan at the far right.

League spoke on the occasion. A number of UITS teachers such as Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, School of 
Science and Technology, Proctor Palash Chandra Karmakar, Assistant Professor, Department of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineering, Mr. Raihan Uddin Ahmed, Head, Department of Computer Science and Engi-
neering, and Mr. Ahmed Shiblee Noman, Head, Department of Civil Engineering played leading roles in orga-
nizing such a huge rally and human chain.

Special Workshop for 
“Officers and Staff’s Skill Development” held at UITS

A special workshop for “Officers and Staff’s Skill Develop-
ment” was held at the Baridhara Campus of UITS on 
June 20, 2016. All the officers and staff of all offices 
participated in this training workshop with a view to learn-
ing the new mechanism of skill development through 
motivation and leadership training imparted by Ahmad 
Sheparuddin, Executive Director, Human Resources and 
Administration of the PHP Family and an expert on 
Human Resources Development in Bangladesh.  Impor-
tant dignitaries who graced this workshop and also spoke 
on various aspects of skill development, included, among 
others, Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed 
Solaiman, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees, Professor 
Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. 

Hilaly, Professor A. N. M. Shareef, Controller of Examinations and Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan, 
Director, UITS Research Center and deans of all schools of UITS.

‘UITS Made Thousands of Students Soldiers of Development through
Professional Education, Sufi Mizanur Rahman

“UITS has been able to figure prominently among private 
universities in producing/making thousands of students as 
soldiers of development by imparting them different profes-
sional education” asserted Sufi Al-haj Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman Choudhury, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, 
UITS, a noted industrialist and founder of the PHP Family, 
He made this claim speaking as the Chief Guest at the 
Freshers’ Orientation Program for the Summer Semester at 
the UITS Campus at Baridhara, Dhaka on June 14th, 2016. 
Furthermore, he said to the newly admitted students, “Suc-
cess for every person depends upon how many additional 
hours he/she works in life. To be successful in life, one must 
simultaneously possess positive attitude, self-confidence, 
discipline, mentality for hard work and honesty. One can 
experience progress in his /her life, render it rich and noble, 
only when he /she is able to earn these qualities and 
harness them completely in life.” 
The Chief Guest also said, “A nation is as developed as it is 
educated. Leadership means awakening the infinite potentialities latent in humankind and reaching the desired goal 
after having overcome all the obstacles in life. Humankind, the greatest of Allah’s creations, was created noble out 
of His mercy in the sense that humankind will represent Allah on the Earth. One cannot have real education in life if 
he/she is not able to match education with training, education with humility, work with devotion, life with values and 
human love with patriotism. There is no nobler and stronger creation than humankind in this world and universe. 
This explains why we are making enlightened humankind with the help of teachers in this university with a view to 
helping humankind reach its desired goal by awakening their hidden and immortal energy and by making them 
stand on their own after having emboldened them through human attributes.”
He further deliberated, “I have anxiety/agony in my heart for the education of the children of this country.  I founded 
this university to educate the children of this country at a low cost with a view to raising them as competent and 

enlightened human beings. If possible and if I get opportunities, I shall make this country a golden one by founding 
more universities.” 
Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, the honorable Advisor to the UITS Broad of Trustees and Ahmad Sheparuddin, 
Executive Director, Human Resources and Administration of the PHP Family also spoke in this orientation program 
chaired by UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman. Professor Dr. S. R. Hillay gave welcome 
address to the newly admitted students on this occasion. Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean School of Liberal Arts and Social 
Sciences, thanked all the invited guests attending this program. Many reputed academicians of the country, 
honored personalities from all walks of life, teachers, students, officers and staff were also present on this occasion. 
Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting) conducted this orientation program.

Substance Abuse and Rehabilitation: Role of Social Worker

The Department of Social 
Work at the University of 
Information Technology and 
Sciences (UITS) at Barid-
hara, Dhaka-1212 organized 
a seminar “On Substance 
Abuse and Rehabilitation: 
Role of a Social Worker” on 
27th August, 2016. Chaired 
by Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, 
School of Liberal Arts and 
Social Sciences and Head, Department of Social Work, this seminar was graced by UITS Vice Chancellor 
Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman as chief guest and Advisor to the Board of the Trustees Professor Dr. KM 
Saiful Islam Khan as special guest respectively.  Among others who were present in this seminar included 
substance abuse and rehabilitation experts of the Greenlife, a rehabilitation center and Protoy, another reha-
bilitation center, sociologists, psychologists, officials of the Drug Control Directorate, representatives of the 
PHP Family,  many officials of the UITS and students of the Department of Social Work of UITS.

Discussion “On the Role of Education in Resisting Militancy and Terrorism”
Held at UITS. 

A discussion was held on 3rd 
September, 2016 at the 
UITS Campus “On the role of 
Education in Resisting 
Militancy and Terrorism” with 
Professor S. R. Hilaly, Trea-
surer, UITS in the chair. This 
discussion meeting was 
graced by Professor Dr. 
Mohammed Soliaman, Vice 
Chancellor, UITS, as its chief 
guest and Professor Dr. KM 

Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees, UITS as its special guest.  A number of important 
personalities of the UITS such as Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, School of Arts and Social Sciences, Mohammad 
Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), Professor Muhammad Farid Uddin Khan, Director, UITS Research Center, 
Advocate Mannan, Advisor to the Department of Law,  and Polash Chandra Karmar, Proctor, UITS, all the 
heads of various departments. Teachers of various departments, officers and students were also present.
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Seminar on Women Entrepreneurship at UITS

An important seminar entitled “Women 
Entrepreneurship Development” was held 
at the initiative of the School of Business of 
University of Information Technology and 
Science (UITS), the first IT based private 
university of Bangladesh on November 16, 
2016 at 9:30 am in the University audito-
rium. Alhaj Sufi Mohammad Mizanur 
Rahman, founder of UITS, and Chairman 
of the Board of Trustees of the university 
as well as of PHP Group, was the Chief 
Guest on the occasion.  In his speech he 
emphasized on the necessity of working 
hard with lofty dreams in mind. At one 

stage, he spoke autobiographically to establish the fact that man might bring about great positive changes in 
his life as well as in the whole world by dint of hard labour backed by a few virtues like positive attitude, self-
confidence and discipline. He informed that UITS had been providing education to its students at a compara-
tively low cost in order to build up a highly educated generation. He called upon the female students of the 
Business faculty of UITS to try to set themselves up as female entrepreneurs in future.
Famous entrepreneur, reputed academician and Executive Director of Islami Bank, Syed Ahsanul Alam 
Parvez attended the seminar as Special guest. In his speech he advised the youth to decide about their future 
plan at the proper time and work accordingly. He proposed to do everything in his capacity to establish a 
Centre for Women Entrepreneurship at UITS. The keynote paper was presented by the celebrated former 
actress, former Member of the Parliament, social worker and woman entrepreneur Sarah Begum Kabori. She 
said that she had made a combination of her artistic self and that of a businesswoman to achieve success in 
life. She cited the examples of a few great ladies who have made themselves immortal by dint of their endeav-
ours and called upon the female students to take lessons from their deeds of valour and prudence. She also 
highlighted the role of Hazrat Khadijatul Kubra at the dawn of Islam and termed her deeds as exemplary for 
the future women entrepreneurs. Prof. Saiful Islam, Advisor to the Board of Trustees, UITS, spoke on the 
occasion as a Discussant in the question-answer session. He said, women deserve the greatest honour by 
dint of their natural virtues and the dignity Allah has bestowed upon them. He also said that without women, 
human civilization would not have propagated. 
Papers were also presented by Farhana A Rahman, Vice-president of BASIS and CEO of UY systems ; Tania 
Wahab, Managing partner of Karigar; Interior designer and woman entrepreneur Durdana Hossain  and Fash-
ion designing entrepreneur Mantasha Ahmed. The introductory speech was delivered by Prof.  Shareef 
Ahmed, Dean of the School of Business and Controller of Examinations. Farhana Rahman, Head of the Busi-
ness Faculty gave vote of thanks to conclude the programme. Muhammed Fariduddin Khan, Director, 
Research Centre; Acting Registrar Mohammed Kamrul Hasan; all Deans, Heads of the department, teachers, 
officers, employees and students attended the programme.
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UITS  celebrates 13th Foundation Anniversary
The University of Information Technology and 
Sciences (UITS) celebrated its 13th Foundation 
Anniversary on 7th August at its auditorium with 
much pomp and fanfare, on the one hand, and 
with the determined vision of fighting both extrem-
ism and terrorism, on the other, in solidarity with 
the whole nation. This foundation day program 
sought to reiterate that no educational institution 
could be misused for either extremism or terror-
ism. Presided over by Professor Dr. Mohammed 
Solaiman, Vice Chancellor, the founding 
ceremony was graced by Professor Dr. Aktaruzza-
man, Pro-Vice Chancellor, University of Dhaka, 
Bangladesh and Professor Kaykobad, Dean, 
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Electronics 
Engineering, Bangladesh University of Engineer-
ing and Technology, Dhaka, Bangladesh as the 
chief and a special guest respectively. While deliv-
ering welcome address, Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, 

Treasurer, UITS deliberated, particularly on the role of spiritual education in fighting extremism and terrorism. 
The chief guest Professor Aktaruzzaman welcomed all including students. He paid tribute to Bangabandhu, 
his family and the freedom fighters. He also talked effusively about Sufi Muhammad Mizanur Rahman. He 
emphasized upon resisting terrorism while simultaneously creating an environment for good education in 
proper ways.  As a special guest, BUET Professor Kaykobad referred to the speech by Professor Hilaly and 
recalled his fond memories associated with the UITS over the last thirteen years. He also appreciated the role 
of Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur Rahman, the founder of UITS for his student friendly attitude as the owner of 
UITS. Ahmad Sheperuddin, Executive Director, Human Resources and Administration, PHP Family also 
spoke on thie occasion and highlighted the role of positive education, starting within the family in combating 
terrorism. Professor Dr. Saiful Islam Khan said that all educational institutions are not responsible for terror-
ism; rather a few ones led by some people are responsible for terrorism. Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman, chief discussant of the foundation ceremony of the UITS, its founder and Chairman of the Board of 
the Trustees, claimed that UITS has been able to train thousands of its students as soldiers of development 
by imparting professional education to them. He reiterated that every man could succeed in life by putting 
additional hours into labor. He also stressed upon discipline, positive attitude, self-confidence, positive mental-
ity for hard labor and honesty as the keys to success in life.  
In his speech as the chair of the program, Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman projected Sufi 
Mizanur Rahman as a role model for his motto “Quality over quantity with affordable cost.” He added that 
ethics and patriotism are taught here with the special initiative of its founder, Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman. The university will be more activity-oriented in future, the Vice Chancellor hoped. Professor A. N. M. 
Shareef, Controller of Examinations, thanked all, especially the dignitaries for being there and making the 
program a successful one. The entire program was conducted by Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, School of 
Science and Engineering. Other dignitaries, present in the program, included Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, School 
of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan, Director, UITS Research 
Center, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), heads of various departments, officials and staff of the 
university and, above all, students.

Cake Festival under the Auspices of Law Faculty

The Faculty of Law organised a Cake Festival with the slogan 
“Department of law reverberates with the galore of winter cakes” 
on Saturday, 10 December, 2016. A grand collection of various 
kinds of cakes from different areas was put on display and sale 
in the stalls. The festival was inaugurated by Professor Dr. 
Mohammed Solaiman, the hon’ble Vice Chancellor of the 

University at 10 a.m.  Also present at the time of inauguration were Prof. Farid uddin Khan, Director, UITS 
Research Centre;  Mohammed Kamrul Hasan, Acting Registrer; members of the Faculty officers and employ-
ees.  

UITS Pays Homage to Bangabandhu on National Mourning Day

National Mourning Day is a great occasion on which 
tens of thousands of people muster strong at the 
Museum of Bangabandhu on 15th August, the 
National Day of Mourning. Various organizations 
participate and vie with each other to pay homage to 
Bangabandhu on this day. University of Information 
Technology and Science (UITS), a reputed institution 
of higher education, was not an exception. In this 
regard, UITS Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, 
accompanied by UITS teachers, officers and staff, 
paid homage to Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman, the Founder of independent Bangladesh, 
Father of the Bengalee nation and the greatest 
Bengali figure in history by offering floral wreath to 
his statute located at the Road No. 32, Dhanmondi on 
the occasion of his 41st martyrdom and to those of 
his family on 15th August, the Day of his martyrdom 
and National Mourning. Other important dignitaries 

who were part of the UITS delegation on this occasion 
included, among others, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), Senior Assistant Director Mir Farhad 
Foysal, and Assistant Registrar K. M. Shakil Hossain. 

Milad Mahfil and Discussion on
National Mourning Day 

Organized by UITS

A somber Milad Mahfil and National Mourn-
ing Day discussion marking the 41st martyr-
dom of the founder of Bangladesh and 
Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman was held at 3:00 PM UITS 
on 13th August, 2016.  Chaired by UITS 
Treasurer Professor S. R. Hilaly, this mourn-
ing program was addressed by a number of 
dignitaries including Dr. Mizanur Rahman, 
Dean, School of Science and Engineering, 
Mehedi Hasan, Lecturer, Department of 
Persian Language and Literature, University 
of Dhaka, Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin 
Khan, Director of the UITS Research Center, 
Professor A. N. M. Shareef, Controller of 
Examinations and Professor Dr. KM Saiful 
Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees. Prof. KM Saiful Islam Khan drew an historical analogy and 
compared the politics, especially the killing of Bangandhu and that of his teen age son Russel to the great 
story of Karbala. Professor Hlialy appreciated Bangabandhu most for the three basic contributions that he 
made to Bangladesh such as the formulation of the Constitution of the Republic of Bangladesh, Formulation 
of the First Five Year Plan of Bangladesh without any input from outsiders and the Commissioning of the Kud-

Rat- E Khuda Shikha (Education) Commission which was completed during his life time. A milad was held 
following the conclusion of the speeches. UITS Registrar Mohammad Kamrul Hasan (acting), teachers, 
officers and staff attended this solemn occasion.

2nd Civil Engineering Fest-2016 Held at UITS

The Department of Civil Engineering at 
UITS held a two day 2nd Civil Engineering 
Festival between August 4th and 5th, 2016. 
A Seminar entitled “The Role of Civil Engi-
neers in Sustainable Development” took 
place with Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, 
School of Science and Engineering in the 
chair as part of the festivity on the first day 
of the program. The main discussant of this 
seminar was Professor Dr. Ataur Rahman, 
Chair, Department of Water Resources 
Engineering at the Bangladesh University of 
Engineering and Technology (BUET). UITS 
Vice Chancellor and a noted educationalist 
of Bangladesh Professor Dr. Mohammed 

Solaiman graced the occasion as the chief guest while Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the 
Board of the Trustees, UITS, was present on this occasion as its honored guest.   A seminar “On Scientific 
Research Presentation” which featured as the 2nd session of the day was also held. The chief guest for this 
session was UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman and special guests were Professor Dr. 
Md. Mazharul Haque, Professor, Department of Civil Engineering and Professor Dr. Afzal Ahmed, Department 
of Civil Engineering, Military Institute of Science and Technology (MIST), Dhaka, Bangladesh.  Among others 
present on this occasionwere Ahmed Shiblee Noman, Head, Department of Civil Engineering and other teach-
ers of the same Department. Md. Khorshed Ali, Assistant Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, 
conducted the program.

Celebration of the Greats:
Rabindranath, Nazrul and 

Shakespeare 
A seminar and cultural show titled “Celebration 
of the Greats: Rabindranath, Nazrul and Shake-
speare” was held on 3rd August, 2016 at the 
initiative of the Department of English, UITS. 
This interesting seminar and cultural program 
was graced by UITS Vice Chancellor Professor 
Dr. Mohammed Solaiman and UITS Treasurer 
Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly as its chief and 
special guest respectively. Ms. Syeda Afsana 
Ferdosi, Head, Department of English, 
welcomed everybody in her introductory address of the day. The key note paper titled “Shakespeare,-Rabindranath-Nazrul: 
World Humanity, Peace and Preachers of the Message of Emancipation” was read out by its author Dr. Fazlul Haque 
Saikat, a teacher of the National University, researcher and literary critic. The program was conducted by  Tania Tabassum, 
lecturer, Department of English. The whole program was marked by lively and entertaining cultural events such as Rabin-
dranath and Nazrul’s poetry recitations, dance performances  and songs. However, the most attractive part of the cultural 
show was the staging of “Merchant of Venice”, a drama by William Shakespeare. Various deans, teachers and a host of 
students of the university enjoyed this lively program.

Business Promotion Day Organized by 
Business Students

Business Promotion Day sponsored by the Pran Dairy, a leading 
Food and Beverages Company of Bangladesh, was organized 
with the cooperation of students and teachers of the School of 
Business Studies at UITS on July 30th, 2016. Twelve different 
stalls with their respective brands of goods and services such as 
online shopping, entrepreneurship, salesmanship, career devel-
opment, book fair, fashion designs, handicrafts, catering 
services, etc., were installed for publicity aiming at promoting 
marketing. The stalls such as Robi, Dutch Bangla, UI Systems, 
Health Prio.Com, Rokomary.Com, Sisily Beauty Parlour 
displayed their goods and services with which both students and 
invited guests were made familiar by the experienced personnel 
of these companies.

However, the chief attraction of the day was Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur Rahman Chowdhury, the founder 
of UITS and Chairman of the PHP Family, a major industrial concern of Bangladesh. He inaugurated the 
program and stopped by at every business stall. Those who accompanied Sufi Mizanur Rahman included 
UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman, Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the 
Board of the Trustees, Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, Controller of Examinations Professor A. N. M. 
Shareef, Mohammad Nazmul Islam, Dean, School of Business Studies, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar 
(acting) and a host of students and teachers of various departments.
The main purpose of the School of Business Studies in organizing such a business fair was to form a platform 
where students can gain practical experiences from such course related issues as marketing, fund manage-
ment, salesmanship, and communications which might create self-confidence in their professional life. This 
business fair was also marked by Raffle Draw, Future Corner, and fortune-telling based on palmistry, beautifi-
cation, photography and Selfie contest open for both spectators and students. Those who won in these items 
were given away prizes. This fair turned out to be a hilarious occasion for all.  Overall, students ended up gain-
ing a lot of ideas on branding and marketing from this fair.

Training Workshop for Officers Held at UITS

Training is vital for the development of human resources in 
any institution including universities. From that viewpoint, 
the new Vice Chancellor has sought to revamp UITS 
administration through a series of training programs. The 
first training program which was conducted by Ahmad 
Sheparudin, Executive Director, Humans Resources and 
Development of the PHP and an adjunct Professor of the 
UITS was held in June 2016. The second training program 
was held on 28th July, 2016 at the premise of the UITS at 
Baridhara, Dhaka, Bangladesh. The main resource person 
who conducted this training session for the officers was Mr. 
Salauddin, a faculty member of the Bangladesh Institute of 
Bank Management, Chittagong Campus.  The thrust of this 
session was the role that motivation plays in developing 
human resources in every organization. It was mostly an 
interactive session since the resource person wanted every 
participant to participate in the session. It lasted for more than two hours during which the resource person 
detailed almost every aspect related to motivation. Quoting from the real world of management, Mr. Salauddin 
sought to make it as enjoyable as possible and participants enjoyed it. At the end of this session, Professor 

Dr. Hilaly, Treasurer, UITS and an accomplished academician, added a few elements that were deemed vital 
for motivation training in any organization.
World Hepatitis Day Celebrated at the Initiative of the UITS Pharmacy Club

The Department of Pharmacy, UITS, celebrated “The World Hepatitis Day” at 11:00 AM on Thursday July, 28th 
2016 with an emphasis on the slogan “Strategy for the Elimination of Hepatitis-A” as part of raising people’s 
awareness. This program was conducted by Ms. Sakera Sultana, the Production Manager of GlaxoSmithKline 
Bangladesh Limited which organized the seminar with a view to raising awareness about Hepatitis A and 
cervical cancer.  
UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman and Advisor to the Board of the Trustees Professor 
Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan graced the program as the Chief 
Guest and Special Guest respectively. Among others, who 
were present in this program, included UITS Treasurer 
Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly and Director of the UITS 
Research Center Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan.
Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Solaiman said that public-
awareness raising program like this is very important. It 
might work as an important tool to protect us from undesir-
able disaster. The Chief Guest finished his address by 
thanking all the members of the UITS Pharmacy Club. The 
Special Guest Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan gave a 
speech, wishing good luck. He added that organizing such 
a public awareness raising program is like submission to 
Allah. 
As the main discussant, Ms. Sakera Sultana, Production 
Manager of GlaxoSmithKline Bangladesh Limited said that 
one person in every five adults and one teenage girl in every two bears the risks of being infected with 
Hepatitis-A in the context of the socio-economic class in Bangladesh.  She highlighted the causes, prevention 
from and antidote to Hepatitis-A. Besides, she dealt with the signs, symptoms and prevention of cervical 
cancer at the tip of the uterus and advised everybody to remain aware of all these. 
This program was presided over by Mr. Mofazzal Hossain, Head, Department of Pharmacy. The program was 
organized under the stewardship of Lecturer Md. Mehedi Hasan of the same department.

Rally and Human Chain around UITS with the slogan
“We Will Resist Extremism and Build a Golden Bengal.”

Extremists’ suicidal attack on Holey Artisan Restaurant 
in Gulshan on July 1st and their subsequent foray in 
Sholakia Eidgha Maidan on 7th July, 2016 and human 
tragedies that ensued shocked citizens of Bangladesh 
and made them angry. However, the people of Bangla-
desh who won their independence through a bloody 
national liberation struggle in 1971 are not going to be 
cowed by the attack of a handful of extremists. To be 
sure, the whole nation made a determined vow to resist 
the extremists and turn Bangladesh into a golden land 
in the aftermath of these attacks. As part of this resis-
tance program, all the universities and academic 
institutions sought to resist extremism by organizing 
rallies and human chains all over the country on 1st 
July, 2016. Students, teachers and staff of the UITS 
brought out a long rally, raised slogans against extrem-
ism and stood on the main street Progoti Sarani for 

about an hour in solidarity with all the students and academic institutions in Bangladesh. UITS Vice Chancellor 
Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman, Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees 
of the UITS and Shafiqul Islam Basek, Joint Secretary, Central Sub-committee, the Bangladesh Awami 

League spoke on the occasion. A number of UITS teachers such as Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, School of 
Science and Technology, Proctor Palash Chandra Karmakar, Assistant Professor, Department of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineering, Mr. Raihan Uddin Ahmed, Head, Department of Computer Science and Engi-
neering, and Mr. Ahmed Shiblee Noman, Head, Department of Civil Engineering played leading roles in orga-
nizing such a huge rally and human chain.

Special Workshop for 
“Officers and Staff’s Skill Development” held at UITS

A special workshop for “Officers and Staff’s Skill Develop-
ment” was held at the Baridhara Campus of UITS on 
June 20, 2016. All the officers and staff of all offices 
participated in this training workshop with a view to learn-
ing the new mechanism of skill development through 
motivation and leadership training imparted by Ahmad 
Sheparuddin, Executive Director, Human Resources and 
Administration of the PHP Family and an expert on 
Human Resources Development in Bangladesh.  Impor-
tant dignitaries who graced this workshop and also spoke 
on various aspects of skill development, included, among 
others, Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed 
Solaiman, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees, Professor 
Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. 

Hilaly, Professor A. N. M. Shareef, Controller of Examinations and Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan, 
Director, UITS Research Center and deans of all schools of UITS.

‘UITS Made Thousands of Students Soldiers of Development through
Professional Education, Sufi Mizanur Rahman

“UITS has been able to figure prominently among private 
universities in producing/making thousands of students as 
soldiers of development by imparting them different profes-
sional education” asserted Sufi Al-haj Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman Choudhury, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, 
UITS, a noted industrialist and founder of the PHP Family, 
He made this claim speaking as the Chief Guest at the 
Freshers’ Orientation Program for the Summer Semester at 
the UITS Campus at Baridhara, Dhaka on June 14th, 2016. 
Furthermore, he said to the newly admitted students, “Suc-
cess for every person depends upon how many additional 
hours he/she works in life. To be successful in life, one must 
simultaneously possess positive attitude, self-confidence, 
discipline, mentality for hard work and honesty. One can 
experience progress in his /her life, render it rich and noble, 
only when he /she is able to earn these qualities and 
harness them completely in life.” 
The Chief Guest also said, “A nation is as developed as it is 
educated. Leadership means awakening the infinite potentialities latent in humankind and reaching the desired goal 
after having overcome all the obstacles in life. Humankind, the greatest of Allah’s creations, was created noble out 
of His mercy in the sense that humankind will represent Allah on the Earth. One cannot have real education in life if 
he/she is not able to match education with training, education with humility, work with devotion, life with values and 
human love with patriotism. There is no nobler and stronger creation than humankind in this world and universe. 
This explains why we are making enlightened humankind with the help of teachers in this university with a view to 
helping humankind reach its desired goal by awakening their hidden and immortal energy and by making them 
stand on their own after having emboldened them through human attributes.”
He further deliberated, “I have anxiety/agony in my heart for the education of the children of this country.  I founded 
this university to educate the children of this country at a low cost with a view to raising them as competent and 

Executive Editor of the Human Resources Division and Adminis-
tration is here seen speaking in a workshop on “officers and 
staff’s skill development” at UITS. (From Left): UITS Vice 
Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman and Treasurer Dr. 
S. R. Hilaly are seen on the podium. 

UITS Founder and Chairman, Board of Trustees, Al-haj Sufi 
Mohamed Mizanur Rahman is speaking in the Orientation Program 
of the Summer 2016 Semester. (From left). BUET Professor 
Kaykobad, UITS Treasurer Professor S. R. Hilaly, UITS Vice 
Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman, Advisor to the 
Board of the Trustees, Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan and 
Executive Director, Human Resources Division and Administration, 
PHP, Ahmad Sheparuddin are seen listening to Sufi.

enlightened human beings. If possible and if I get opportunities, I shall make this country a golden one by founding 
more universities.” 
Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, the honorable Advisor to the UITS Broad of Trustees and Ahmad Sheparuddin, 
Executive Director, Human Resources and Administration of the PHP Family also spoke in this orientation program 
chaired by UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman. Professor Dr. S. R. Hillay gave welcome 
address to the newly admitted students on this occasion. Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean School of Liberal Arts and Social 
Sciences, thanked all the invited guests attending this program. Many reputed academicians of the country, 
honored personalities from all walks of life, teachers, students, officers and staff were also present on this occasion. 
Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting) conducted this orientation program.

Substance Abuse and Rehabilitation: Role of Social Worker

The Department of Social 
Work at the University of 
Information Technology and 
Sciences (UITS) at Barid-
hara, Dhaka-1212 organized 
a seminar “On Substance 
Abuse and Rehabilitation: 
Role of a Social Worker” on 
27th August, 2016. Chaired 
by Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, 
School of Liberal Arts and 
Social Sciences and Head, Department of Social Work, this seminar was graced by UITS Vice Chancellor 
Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman as chief guest and Advisor to the Board of the Trustees Professor Dr. KM 
Saiful Islam Khan as special guest respectively.  Among others who were present in this seminar included 
substance abuse and rehabilitation experts of the Greenlife, a rehabilitation center and Protoy, another reha-
bilitation center, sociologists, psychologists, officials of the Drug Control Directorate, representatives of the 
PHP Family,  many officials of the UITS and students of the Department of Social Work of UITS.

Discussion “On the Role of Education in Resisting Militancy and Terrorism”
Held at UITS. 

A discussion was held on 3rd 
September, 2016 at the 
UITS Campus “On the role of 
Education in Resisting 
Militancy and Terrorism” with 
Professor S. R. Hilaly, Trea-
surer, UITS in the chair. This 
discussion meeting was 
graced by Professor Dr. 
Mohammed Soliaman, Vice 
Chancellor, UITS, as its chief 
guest and Professor Dr. KM 

Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees, UITS as its special guest.  A number of important 
personalities of the UITS such as Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, School of Arts and Social Sciences, Mohammad 
Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), Professor Muhammad Farid Uddin Khan, Director, UITS Research Center, 
Advocate Mannan, Advisor to the Department of Law,  and Polash Chandra Karmar, Proctor, UITS, all the 
heads of various departments. Teachers of various departments, officers and students were also present.
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Seminar on Women Entrepreneurship at UITS

An important seminar entitled “Women 
Entrepreneurship Development” was held 
at the initiative of the School of Business of 
University of Information Technology and 
Science (UITS), the first IT based private 
university of Bangladesh on November 16, 
2016 at 9:30 am in the University audito-
rium. Alhaj Sufi Mohammad Mizanur 
Rahman, founder of UITS, and Chairman 
of the Board of Trustees of the university 
as well as of PHP Group, was the Chief 
Guest on the occasion.  In his speech he 
emphasized on the necessity of working 
hard with lofty dreams in mind. At one 

stage, he spoke autobiographically to establish the fact that man might bring about great positive changes in 
his life as well as in the whole world by dint of hard labour backed by a few virtues like positive attitude, self-
confidence and discipline. He informed that UITS had been providing education to its students at a compara-
tively low cost in order to build up a highly educated generation. He called upon the female students of the 
Business faculty of UITS to try to set themselves up as female entrepreneurs in future.
Famous entrepreneur, reputed academician and Executive Director of Islami Bank, Syed Ahsanul Alam 
Parvez attended the seminar as Special guest. In his speech he advised the youth to decide about their future 
plan at the proper time and work accordingly. He proposed to do everything in his capacity to establish a 
Centre for Women Entrepreneurship at UITS. The keynote paper was presented by the celebrated former 
actress, former Member of the Parliament, social worker and woman entrepreneur Sarah Begum Kabori. She 
said that she had made a combination of her artistic self and that of a businesswoman to achieve success in 
life. She cited the examples of a few great ladies who have made themselves immortal by dint of their endeav-
ours and called upon the female students to take lessons from their deeds of valour and prudence. She also 
highlighted the role of Hazrat Khadijatul Kubra at the dawn of Islam and termed her deeds as exemplary for 
the future women entrepreneurs. Prof. Saiful Islam, Advisor to the Board of Trustees, UITS, spoke on the 
occasion as a Discussant in the question-answer session. He said, women deserve the greatest honour by 
dint of their natural virtues and the dignity Allah has bestowed upon them. He also said that without women, 
human civilization would not have propagated. 
Papers were also presented by Farhana A Rahman, Vice-president of BASIS and CEO of UY systems ; Tania 
Wahab, Managing partner of Karigar; Interior designer and woman entrepreneur Durdana Hossain  and Fash-
ion designing entrepreneur Mantasha Ahmed. The introductory speech was delivered by Prof.  Shareef 
Ahmed, Dean of the School of Business and Controller of Examinations. Farhana Rahman, Head of the Busi-
ness Faculty gave vote of thanks to conclude the programme. Muhammed Fariduddin Khan, Director, 
Research Centre; Acting Registrar Mohammed Kamrul Hasan; all Deans, Heads of the department, teachers, 
officers, employees and students attended the programme.
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UITS  celebrates 13th Foundation Anniversary
The University of Information Technology and 
Sciences (UITS) celebrated its 13th Foundation 
Anniversary on 7th August at its auditorium with 
much pomp and fanfare, on the one hand, and 
with the determined vision of fighting both extrem-
ism and terrorism, on the other, in solidarity with 
the whole nation. This foundation day program 
sought to reiterate that no educational institution 
could be misused for either extremism or terror-
ism. Presided over by Professor Dr. Mohammed 
Solaiman, Vice Chancellor, the founding 
ceremony was graced by Professor Dr. Aktaruzza-
man, Pro-Vice Chancellor, University of Dhaka, 
Bangladesh and Professor Kaykobad, Dean, 
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Electronics 
Engineering, Bangladesh University of Engineer-
ing and Technology, Dhaka, Bangladesh as the 
chief and a special guest respectively. While deliv-
ering welcome address, Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, 

Treasurer, UITS deliberated, particularly on the role of spiritual education in fighting extremism and terrorism. 
The chief guest Professor Aktaruzzaman welcomed all including students. He paid tribute to Bangabandhu, 
his family and the freedom fighters. He also talked effusively about Sufi Muhammad Mizanur Rahman. He 
emphasized upon resisting terrorism while simultaneously creating an environment for good education in 
proper ways.  As a special guest, BUET Professor Kaykobad referred to the speech by Professor Hilaly and 
recalled his fond memories associated with the UITS over the last thirteen years. He also appreciated the role 
of Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur Rahman, the founder of UITS for his student friendly attitude as the owner of 
UITS. Ahmad Sheperuddin, Executive Director, Human Resources and Administration, PHP Family also 
spoke on thie occasion and highlighted the role of positive education, starting within the family in combating 
terrorism. Professor Dr. Saiful Islam Khan said that all educational institutions are not responsible for terror-
ism; rather a few ones led by some people are responsible for terrorism. Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman, chief discussant of the foundation ceremony of the UITS, its founder and Chairman of the Board of 
the Trustees, claimed that UITS has been able to train thousands of its students as soldiers of development 
by imparting professional education to them. He reiterated that every man could succeed in life by putting 
additional hours into labor. He also stressed upon discipline, positive attitude, self-confidence, positive mental-
ity for hard labor and honesty as the keys to success in life.  
In his speech as the chair of the program, Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman projected Sufi 
Mizanur Rahman as a role model for his motto “Quality over quantity with affordable cost.” He added that 
ethics and patriotism are taught here with the special initiative of its founder, Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman. The university will be more activity-oriented in future, the Vice Chancellor hoped. Professor A. N. M. 
Shareef, Controller of Examinations, thanked all, especially the dignitaries for being there and making the 
program a successful one. The entire program was conducted by Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, School of 
Science and Engineering. Other dignitaries, present in the program, included Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, School 
of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan, Director, UITS Research 
Center, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), heads of various departments, officials and staff of the 
university and, above all, students.

Cake Festival under the Auspices of Law Faculty

The Faculty of Law organised a Cake Festival with the slogan 
“Department of law reverberates with the galore of winter cakes” 
on Saturday, 10 December, 2016. A grand collection of various 
kinds of cakes from different areas was put on display and sale 
in the stalls. The festival was inaugurated by Professor Dr. 
Mohammed Solaiman, the hon’ble Vice Chancellor of the 

University at 10 a.m.  Also present at the time of inauguration were Prof. Farid uddin Khan, Director, UITS 
Research Centre;  Mohammed Kamrul Hasan, Acting Registrer; members of the Faculty officers and employ-
ees.  

UITS Pays Homage to Bangabandhu on National Mourning Day

National Mourning Day is a great occasion on which 
tens of thousands of people muster strong at the 
Museum of Bangabandhu on 15th August, the 
National Day of Mourning. Various organizations 
participate and vie with each other to pay homage to 
Bangabandhu on this day. University of Information 
Technology and Science (UITS), a reputed institution 
of higher education, was not an exception. In this 
regard, UITS Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, 
accompanied by UITS teachers, officers and staff, 
paid homage to Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman, the Founder of independent Bangladesh, 
Father of the Bengalee nation and the greatest 
Bengali figure in history by offering floral wreath to 
his statute located at the Road No. 32, Dhanmondi on 
the occasion of his 41st martyrdom and to those of 
his family on 15th August, the Day of his martyrdom 
and National Mourning. Other important dignitaries 

who were part of the UITS delegation on this occasion 
included, among others, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), Senior Assistant Director Mir Farhad 
Foysal, and Assistant Registrar K. M. Shakil Hossain. 

Milad Mahfil and Discussion on
National Mourning Day 

Organized by UITS

A somber Milad Mahfil and National Mourn-
ing Day discussion marking the 41st martyr-
dom of the founder of Bangladesh and 
Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman was held at 3:00 PM UITS 
on 13th August, 2016.  Chaired by UITS 
Treasurer Professor S. R. Hilaly, this mourn-
ing program was addressed by a number of 
dignitaries including Dr. Mizanur Rahman, 
Dean, School of Science and Engineering, 
Mehedi Hasan, Lecturer, Department of 
Persian Language and Literature, University 
of Dhaka, Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin 
Khan, Director of the UITS Research Center, 
Professor A. N. M. Shareef, Controller of 
Examinations and Professor Dr. KM Saiful 
Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees. Prof. KM Saiful Islam Khan drew an historical analogy and 
compared the politics, especially the killing of Bangandhu and that of his teen age son Russel to the great 
story of Karbala. Professor Hlialy appreciated Bangabandhu most for the three basic contributions that he 
made to Bangladesh such as the formulation of the Constitution of the Republic of Bangladesh, Formulation 
of the First Five Year Plan of Bangladesh without any input from outsiders and the Commissioning of the Kud-

Rat- E Khuda Shikha (Education) Commission which was completed during his life time. A milad was held 
following the conclusion of the speeches. UITS Registrar Mohammad Kamrul Hasan (acting), teachers, 
officers and staff attended this solemn occasion.

2nd Civil Engineering Fest-2016 Held at UITS

The Department of Civil Engineering at 
UITS held a two day 2nd Civil Engineering 
Festival between August 4th and 5th, 2016. 
A Seminar entitled “The Role of Civil Engi-
neers in Sustainable Development” took 
place with Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, 
School of Science and Engineering in the 
chair as part of the festivity on the first day 
of the program. The main discussant of this 
seminar was Professor Dr. Ataur Rahman, 
Chair, Department of Water Resources 
Engineering at the Bangladesh University of 
Engineering and Technology (BUET). UITS 
Vice Chancellor and a noted educationalist 
of Bangladesh Professor Dr. Mohammed 

Solaiman graced the occasion as the chief guest while Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the 
Board of the Trustees, UITS, was present on this occasion as its honored guest.   A seminar “On Scientific 
Research Presentation” which featured as the 2nd session of the day was also held. The chief guest for this 
session was UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman and special guests were Professor Dr. 
Md. Mazharul Haque, Professor, Department of Civil Engineering and Professor Dr. Afzal Ahmed, Department 
of Civil Engineering, Military Institute of Science and Technology (MIST), Dhaka, Bangladesh.  Among others 
present on this occasionwere Ahmed Shiblee Noman, Head, Department of Civil Engineering and other teach-
ers of the same Department. Md. Khorshed Ali, Assistant Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, 
conducted the program.

Celebration of the Greats:
Rabindranath, Nazrul and 

Shakespeare 
A seminar and cultural show titled “Celebration 
of the Greats: Rabindranath, Nazrul and Shake-
speare” was held on 3rd August, 2016 at the 
initiative of the Department of English, UITS. 
This interesting seminar and cultural program 
was graced by UITS Vice Chancellor Professor 
Dr. Mohammed Solaiman and UITS Treasurer 
Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly as its chief and 
special guest respectively. Ms. Syeda Afsana 
Ferdosi, Head, Department of English, 
welcomed everybody in her introductory address of the day. The key note paper titled “Shakespeare,-Rabindranath-Nazrul: 
World Humanity, Peace and Preachers of the Message of Emancipation” was read out by its author Dr. Fazlul Haque 
Saikat, a teacher of the National University, researcher and literary critic. The program was conducted by  Tania Tabassum, 
lecturer, Department of English. The whole program was marked by lively and entertaining cultural events such as Rabin-
dranath and Nazrul’s poetry recitations, dance performances  and songs. However, the most attractive part of the cultural 
show was the staging of “Merchant of Venice”, a drama by William Shakespeare. Various deans, teachers and a host of 
students of the university enjoyed this lively program.

Business Promotion Day Organized by 
Business Students

Business Promotion Day sponsored by the Pran Dairy, a leading 
Food and Beverages Company of Bangladesh, was organized 
with the cooperation of students and teachers of the School of 
Business Studies at UITS on July 30th, 2016. Twelve different 
stalls with their respective brands of goods and services such as 
online shopping, entrepreneurship, salesmanship, career devel-
opment, book fair, fashion designs, handicrafts, catering 
services, etc., were installed for publicity aiming at promoting 
marketing. The stalls such as Robi, Dutch Bangla, UI Systems, 
Health Prio.Com, Rokomary.Com, Sisily Beauty Parlour 
displayed their goods and services with which both students and 
invited guests were made familiar by the experienced personnel 
of these companies.

However, the chief attraction of the day was Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur Rahman Chowdhury, the founder 
of UITS and Chairman of the PHP Family, a major industrial concern of Bangladesh. He inaugurated the 
program and stopped by at every business stall. Those who accompanied Sufi Mizanur Rahman included 
UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman, Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the 
Board of the Trustees, Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, Controller of Examinations Professor A. N. M. 
Shareef, Mohammad Nazmul Islam, Dean, School of Business Studies, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar 
(acting) and a host of students and teachers of various departments.
The main purpose of the School of Business Studies in organizing such a business fair was to form a platform 
where students can gain practical experiences from such course related issues as marketing, fund manage-
ment, salesmanship, and communications which might create self-confidence in their professional life. This 
business fair was also marked by Raffle Draw, Future Corner, and fortune-telling based on palmistry, beautifi-
cation, photography and Selfie contest open for both spectators and students. Those who won in these items 
were given away prizes. This fair turned out to be a hilarious occasion for all.  Overall, students ended up gain-
ing a lot of ideas on branding and marketing from this fair.

Training Workshop for Officers Held at UITS

Training is vital for the development of human resources in 
any institution including universities. From that viewpoint, 
the new Vice Chancellor has sought to revamp UITS 
administration through a series of training programs. The 
first training program which was conducted by Ahmad 
Sheparudin, Executive Director, Humans Resources and 
Development of the PHP and an adjunct Professor of the 
UITS was held in June 2016. The second training program 
was held on 28th July, 2016 at the premise of the UITS at 
Baridhara, Dhaka, Bangladesh. The main resource person 
who conducted this training session for the officers was Mr. 
Salauddin, a faculty member of the Bangladesh Institute of 
Bank Management, Chittagong Campus.  The thrust of this 
session was the role that motivation plays in developing 
human resources in every organization. It was mostly an 
interactive session since the resource person wanted every 
participant to participate in the session. It lasted for more than two hours during which the resource person 
detailed almost every aspect related to motivation. Quoting from the real world of management, Mr. Salauddin 
sought to make it as enjoyable as possible and participants enjoyed it. At the end of this session, Professor 

Dr. Hilaly, Treasurer, UITS and an accomplished academician, added a few elements that were deemed vital 
for motivation training in any organization.
World Hepatitis Day Celebrated at the Initiative of the UITS Pharmacy Club

The Department of Pharmacy, UITS, celebrated “The World Hepatitis Day” at 11:00 AM on Thursday July, 28th 
2016 with an emphasis on the slogan “Strategy for the Elimination of Hepatitis-A” as part of raising people’s 
awareness. This program was conducted by Ms. Sakera Sultana, the Production Manager of GlaxoSmithKline 
Bangladesh Limited which organized the seminar with a view to raising awareness about Hepatitis A and 
cervical cancer.  
UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman and Advisor to the Board of the Trustees Professor 
Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan graced the program as the Chief 
Guest and Special Guest respectively. Among others, who 
were present in this program, included UITS Treasurer 
Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly and Director of the UITS 
Research Center Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan.
Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Solaiman said that public-
awareness raising program like this is very important. It 
might work as an important tool to protect us from undesir-
able disaster. The Chief Guest finished his address by 
thanking all the members of the UITS Pharmacy Club. The 
Special Guest Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan gave a 
speech, wishing good luck. He added that organizing such 
a public awareness raising program is like submission to 
Allah. 
As the main discussant, Ms. Sakera Sultana, Production 
Manager of GlaxoSmithKline Bangladesh Limited said that 
one person in every five adults and one teenage girl in every two bears the risks of being infected with 
Hepatitis-A in the context of the socio-economic class in Bangladesh.  She highlighted the causes, prevention 
from and antidote to Hepatitis-A. Besides, she dealt with the signs, symptoms and prevention of cervical 
cancer at the tip of the uterus and advised everybody to remain aware of all these. 
This program was presided over by Mr. Mofazzal Hossain, Head, Department of Pharmacy. The program was 
organized under the stewardship of Lecturer Md. Mehedi Hasan of the same department.

Rally and Human Chain around UITS with the slogan
“We Will Resist Extremism and Build a Golden Bengal.”

Extremists’ suicidal attack on Holey Artisan Restaurant 
in Gulshan on July 1st and their subsequent foray in 
Sholakia Eidgha Maidan on 7th July, 2016 and human 
tragedies that ensued shocked citizens of Bangladesh 
and made them angry. However, the people of Bangla-
desh who won their independence through a bloody 
national liberation struggle in 1971 are not going to be 
cowed by the attack of a handful of extremists. To be 
sure, the whole nation made a determined vow to resist 
the extremists and turn Bangladesh into a golden land 
in the aftermath of these attacks. As part of this resis-
tance program, all the universities and academic 
institutions sought to resist extremism by organizing 
rallies and human chains all over the country on 1st 
July, 2016. Students, teachers and staff of the UITS 
brought out a long rally, raised slogans against extrem-
ism and stood on the main street Progoti Sarani for 

about an hour in solidarity with all the students and academic institutions in Bangladesh. UITS Vice Chancellor 
Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman, Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees 
of the UITS and Shafiqul Islam Basek, Joint Secretary, Central Sub-committee, the Bangladesh Awami 

League spoke on the occasion. A number of UITS teachers such as Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, School of 
Science and Technology, Proctor Palash Chandra Karmakar, Assistant Professor, Department of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineering, Mr. Raihan Uddin Ahmed, Head, Department of Computer Science and Engi-
neering, and Mr. Ahmed Shiblee Noman, Head, Department of Civil Engineering played leading roles in orga-
nizing such a huge rally and human chain.

Special Workshop for 
“Officers and Staff’s Skill Development” held at UITS

A special workshop for “Officers and Staff’s Skill Develop-
ment” was held at the Baridhara Campus of UITS on 
June 20, 2016. All the officers and staff of all offices 
participated in this training workshop with a view to learn-
ing the new mechanism of skill development through 
motivation and leadership training imparted by Ahmad 
Sheparuddin, Executive Director, Human Resources and 
Administration of the PHP Family and an expert on 
Human Resources Development in Bangladesh.  Impor-
tant dignitaries who graced this workshop and also spoke 
on various aspects of skill development, included, among 
others, Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed 
Solaiman, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees, Professor 
Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. 

Hilaly, Professor A. N. M. Shareef, Controller of Examinations and Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan, 
Director, UITS Research Center and deans of all schools of UITS.

‘UITS Made Thousands of Students Soldiers of Development through
Professional Education, Sufi Mizanur Rahman

“UITS has been able to figure prominently among private 
universities in producing/making thousands of students as 
soldiers of development by imparting them different profes-
sional education” asserted Sufi Al-haj Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman Choudhury, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, 
UITS, a noted industrialist and founder of the PHP Family, 
He made this claim speaking as the Chief Guest at the 
Freshers’ Orientation Program for the Summer Semester at 
the UITS Campus at Baridhara, Dhaka on June 14th, 2016. 
Furthermore, he said to the newly admitted students, “Suc-
cess for every person depends upon how many additional 
hours he/she works in life. To be successful in life, one must 
simultaneously possess positive attitude, self-confidence, 
discipline, mentality for hard work and honesty. One can 
experience progress in his /her life, render it rich and noble, 
only when he /she is able to earn these qualities and 
harness them completely in life.” 
The Chief Guest also said, “A nation is as developed as it is 
educated. Leadership means awakening the infinite potentialities latent in humankind and reaching the desired goal 
after having overcome all the obstacles in life. Humankind, the greatest of Allah’s creations, was created noble out 
of His mercy in the sense that humankind will represent Allah on the Earth. One cannot have real education in life if 
he/she is not able to match education with training, education with humility, work with devotion, life with values and 
human love with patriotism. There is no nobler and stronger creation than humankind in this world and universe. 
This explains why we are making enlightened humankind with the help of teachers in this university with a view to 
helping humankind reach its desired goal by awakening their hidden and immortal energy and by making them 
stand on their own after having emboldened them through human attributes.”
He further deliberated, “I have anxiety/agony in my heart for the education of the children of this country.  I founded 
this university to educate the children of this country at a low cost with a view to raising them as competent and 

enlightened human beings. If possible and if I get opportunities, I shall make this country a golden one by founding 
more universities.” 
Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, the honorable Advisor to the UITS Broad of Trustees and Ahmad Sheparuddin, 
Executive Director, Human Resources and Administration of the PHP Family also spoke in this orientation program 
chaired by UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman. Professor Dr. S. R. Hillay gave welcome 
address to the newly admitted students on this occasion. Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean School of Liberal Arts and Social 
Sciences, thanked all the invited guests attending this program. Many reputed academicians of the country, 
honored personalities from all walks of life, teachers, students, officers and staff were also present on this occasion. 
Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting) conducted this orientation program.

Substance Abuse and Rehabilitation: Role of Social Worker

The Department of Social 
Work at the University of 
Information Technology and 
Sciences (UITS) at Barid-
hara, Dhaka-1212 organized 
a seminar “On Substance 
Abuse and Rehabilitation: 
Role of a Social Worker” on 
27th August, 2016. Chaired 
by Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, 
School of Liberal Arts and 
Social Sciences and Head, Department of Social Work, this seminar was graced by UITS Vice Chancellor 
Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman as chief guest and Advisor to the Board of the Trustees Professor Dr. KM 
Saiful Islam Khan as special guest respectively.  Among others who were present in this seminar included 
substance abuse and rehabilitation experts of the Greenlife, a rehabilitation center and Protoy, another reha-
bilitation center, sociologists, psychologists, officials of the Drug Control Directorate, representatives of the 
PHP Family,  many officials of the UITS and students of the Department of Social Work of UITS.

Discussion “On the Role of Education in Resisting Militancy and Terrorism”
Held at UITS. 

A discussion was held on 3rd 
September, 2016 at the 
UITS Campus “On the role of 
Education in Resisting 
Militancy and Terrorism” with 
Professor S. R. Hilaly, Trea-
surer, UITS in the chair. This 
discussion meeting was 
graced by Professor Dr. 
Mohammed Soliaman, Vice 
Chancellor, UITS, as its chief 
guest and Professor Dr. KM 

Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees, UITS as its special guest.  A number of important 
personalities of the UITS such as Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, School of Arts and Social Sciences, Mohammad 
Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), Professor Muhammad Farid Uddin Khan, Director, UITS Research Center, 
Advocate Mannan, Advisor to the Department of Law,  and Polash Chandra Karmar, Proctor, UITS, all the 
heads of various departments. Teachers of various departments, officers and students were also present.
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Seminar on Women Entrepreneurship at UITS

An important seminar entitled “Women 
Entrepreneurship Development” was held 
at the initiative of the School of Business of 
University of Information Technology and 
Science (UITS), the first IT based private 
university of Bangladesh on November 16, 
2016 at 9:30 am in the University audito-
rium. Alhaj Sufi Mohammad Mizanur 
Rahman, founder of UITS, and Chairman 
of the Board of Trustees of the university 
as well as of PHP Group, was the Chief 
Guest on the occasion.  In his speech he 
emphasized on the necessity of working 
hard with lofty dreams in mind. At one 

stage, he spoke autobiographically to establish the fact that man might bring about great positive changes in 
his life as well as in the whole world by dint of hard labour backed by a few virtues like positive attitude, self-
confidence and discipline. He informed that UITS had been providing education to its students at a compara-
tively low cost in order to build up a highly educated generation. He called upon the female students of the 
Business faculty of UITS to try to set themselves up as female entrepreneurs in future.
Famous entrepreneur, reputed academician and Executive Director of Islami Bank, Syed Ahsanul Alam 
Parvez attended the seminar as Special guest. In his speech he advised the youth to decide about their future 
plan at the proper time and work accordingly. He proposed to do everything in his capacity to establish a 
Centre for Women Entrepreneurship at UITS. The keynote paper was presented by the celebrated former 
actress, former Member of the Parliament, social worker and woman entrepreneur Sarah Begum Kabori. She 
said that she had made a combination of her artistic self and that of a businesswoman to achieve success in 
life. She cited the examples of a few great ladies who have made themselves immortal by dint of their endeav-
ours and called upon the female students to take lessons from their deeds of valour and prudence. She also 
highlighted the role of Hazrat Khadijatul Kubra at the dawn of Islam and termed her deeds as exemplary for 
the future women entrepreneurs. Prof. Saiful Islam, Advisor to the Board of Trustees, UITS, spoke on the 
occasion as a Discussant in the question-answer session. He said, women deserve the greatest honour by 
dint of their natural virtues and the dignity Allah has bestowed upon them. He also said that without women, 
human civilization would not have propagated. 
Papers were also presented by Farhana A Rahman, Vice-president of BASIS and CEO of UY systems ; Tania 
Wahab, Managing partner of Karigar; Interior designer and woman entrepreneur Durdana Hossain  and Fash-
ion designing entrepreneur Mantasha Ahmed. The introductory speech was delivered by Prof.  Shareef 
Ahmed, Dean of the School of Business and Controller of Examinations. Farhana Rahman, Head of the Busi-
ness Faculty gave vote of thanks to conclude the programme. Muhammed Fariduddin Khan, Director, 
Research Centre; Acting Registrar Mohammed Kamrul Hasan; all Deans, Heads of the department, teachers, 
officers, employees and students attended the programme.

Mahmudul Hasan Moon, an ex-student of UITS bearing ID 1050347 of the department of BBA died on 04-11-2016 
of a heart attack. He was from  Pabna. We are deeply aggrieved by his untimely death. May his soul  rest in peace. 
We express our deepest condolences to his bereaved family.

Obituary
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UITS  celebrates 13th Foundation Anniversary
The University of Information Technology and 
Sciences (UITS) celebrated its 13th Foundation 
Anniversary on 7th August at its auditorium with 
much pomp and fanfare, on the one hand, and 
with the determined vision of fighting both extrem-
ism and terrorism, on the other, in solidarity with 
the whole nation. This foundation day program 
sought to reiterate that no educational institution 
could be misused for either extremism or terror-
ism. Presided over by Professor Dr. Mohammed 
Solaiman, Vice Chancellor, the founding 
ceremony was graced by Professor Dr. Aktaruzza-
man, Pro-Vice Chancellor, University of Dhaka, 
Bangladesh and Professor Kaykobad, Dean, 
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Electronics 
Engineering, Bangladesh University of Engineer-
ing and Technology, Dhaka, Bangladesh as the 
chief and a special guest respectively. While deliv-
ering welcome address, Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, 

Treasurer, UITS deliberated, particularly on the role of spiritual education in fighting extremism and terrorism. 
The chief guest Professor Aktaruzzaman welcomed all including students. He paid tribute to Bangabandhu, 
his family and the freedom fighters. He also talked effusively about Sufi Muhammad Mizanur Rahman. He 
emphasized upon resisting terrorism while simultaneously creating an environment for good education in 
proper ways.  As a special guest, BUET Professor Kaykobad referred to the speech by Professor Hilaly and 
recalled his fond memories associated with the UITS over the last thirteen years. He also appreciated the role 
of Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur Rahman, the founder of UITS for his student friendly attitude as the owner of 
UITS. Ahmad Sheperuddin, Executive Director, Human Resources and Administration, PHP Family also 
spoke on thie occasion and highlighted the role of positive education, starting within the family in combating 
terrorism. Professor Dr. Saiful Islam Khan said that all educational institutions are not responsible for terror-
ism; rather a few ones led by some people are responsible for terrorism. Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman, chief discussant of the foundation ceremony of the UITS, its founder and Chairman of the Board of 
the Trustees, claimed that UITS has been able to train thousands of its students as soldiers of development 
by imparting professional education to them. He reiterated that every man could succeed in life by putting 
additional hours into labor. He also stressed upon discipline, positive attitude, self-confidence, positive mental-
ity for hard labor and honesty as the keys to success in life.  
In his speech as the chair of the program, Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman projected Sufi 
Mizanur Rahman as a role model for his motto “Quality over quantity with affordable cost.” He added that 
ethics and patriotism are taught here with the special initiative of its founder, Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman. The university will be more activity-oriented in future, the Vice Chancellor hoped. Professor A. N. M. 
Shareef, Controller of Examinations, thanked all, especially the dignitaries for being there and making the 
program a successful one. The entire program was conducted by Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, School of 
Science and Engineering. Other dignitaries, present in the program, included Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, School 
of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan, Director, UITS Research 
Center, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), heads of various departments, officials and staff of the 
university and, above all, students.

Cake Festival under the Auspices of Law Faculty

The Faculty of Law organised a Cake Festival with the slogan 
“Department of law reverberates with the galore of winter cakes” 
on Saturday, 10 December, 2016. A grand collection of various 
kinds of cakes from different areas was put on display and sale 
in the stalls. The festival was inaugurated by Professor Dr. 
Mohammed Solaiman, the hon’ble Vice Chancellor of the 

University at 10 a.m.  Also present at the time of inauguration were Prof. Farid uddin Khan, Director, UITS 
Research Centre;  Mohammed Kamrul Hasan, Acting Registrer; members of the Faculty officers and employ-
ees.  

UITS Pays Homage to Bangabandhu on National Mourning Day

National Mourning Day is a great occasion on which 
tens of thousands of people muster strong at the 
Museum of Bangabandhu on 15th August, the 
National Day of Mourning. Various organizations 
participate and vie with each other to pay homage to 
Bangabandhu on this day. University of Information 
Technology and Science (UITS), a reputed institution 
of higher education, was not an exception. In this 
regard, UITS Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, 
accompanied by UITS teachers, officers and staff, 
paid homage to Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman, the Founder of independent Bangladesh, 
Father of the Bengalee nation and the greatest 
Bengali figure in history by offering floral wreath to 
his statute located at the Road No. 32, Dhanmondi on 
the occasion of his 41st martyrdom and to those of 
his family on 15th August, the Day of his martyrdom 
and National Mourning. Other important dignitaries 

who were part of the UITS delegation on this occasion 
included, among others, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), Senior Assistant Director Mir Farhad 
Foysal, and Assistant Registrar K. M. Shakil Hossain. 

Milad Mahfil and Discussion on
National Mourning Day 

Organized by UITS

A somber Milad Mahfil and National Mourn-
ing Day discussion marking the 41st martyr-
dom of the founder of Bangladesh and 
Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman was held at 3:00 PM UITS 
on 13th August, 2016.  Chaired by UITS 
Treasurer Professor S. R. Hilaly, this mourn-
ing program was addressed by a number of 
dignitaries including Dr. Mizanur Rahman, 
Dean, School of Science and Engineering, 
Mehedi Hasan, Lecturer, Department of 
Persian Language and Literature, University 
of Dhaka, Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin 
Khan, Director of the UITS Research Center, 
Professor A. N. M. Shareef, Controller of 
Examinations and Professor Dr. KM Saiful 
Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees. Prof. KM Saiful Islam Khan drew an historical analogy and 
compared the politics, especially the killing of Bangandhu and that of his teen age son Russel to the great 
story of Karbala. Professor Hlialy appreciated Bangabandhu most for the three basic contributions that he 
made to Bangladesh such as the formulation of the Constitution of the Republic of Bangladesh, Formulation 
of the First Five Year Plan of Bangladesh without any input from outsiders and the Commissioning of the Kud-

Rat- E Khuda Shikha (Education) Commission which was completed during his life time. A milad was held 
following the conclusion of the speeches. UITS Registrar Mohammad Kamrul Hasan (acting), teachers, 
officers and staff attended this solemn occasion.

2nd Civil Engineering Fest-2016 Held at UITS

The Department of Civil Engineering at 
UITS held a two day 2nd Civil Engineering 
Festival between August 4th and 5th, 2016. 
A Seminar entitled “The Role of Civil Engi-
neers in Sustainable Development” took 
place with Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, 
School of Science and Engineering in the 
chair as part of the festivity on the first day 
of the program. The main discussant of this 
seminar was Professor Dr. Ataur Rahman, 
Chair, Department of Water Resources 
Engineering at the Bangladesh University of 
Engineering and Technology (BUET). UITS 
Vice Chancellor and a noted educationalist 
of Bangladesh Professor Dr. Mohammed 

Solaiman graced the occasion as the chief guest while Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the 
Board of the Trustees, UITS, was present on this occasion as its honored guest.   A seminar “On Scientific 
Research Presentation” which featured as the 2nd session of the day was also held. The chief guest for this 
session was UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman and special guests were Professor Dr. 
Md. Mazharul Haque, Professor, Department of Civil Engineering and Professor Dr. Afzal Ahmed, Department 
of Civil Engineering, Military Institute of Science and Technology (MIST), Dhaka, Bangladesh.  Among others 
present on this occasionwere Ahmed Shiblee Noman, Head, Department of Civil Engineering and other teach-
ers of the same Department. Md. Khorshed Ali, Assistant Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, 
conducted the program.

Celebration of the Greats:
Rabindranath, Nazrul and 

Shakespeare 
A seminar and cultural show titled “Celebration 
of the Greats: Rabindranath, Nazrul and Shake-
speare” was held on 3rd August, 2016 at the 
initiative of the Department of English, UITS. 
This interesting seminar and cultural program 
was graced by UITS Vice Chancellor Professor 
Dr. Mohammed Solaiman and UITS Treasurer 
Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly as its chief and 
special guest respectively. Ms. Syeda Afsana 
Ferdosi, Head, Department of English, 
welcomed everybody in her introductory address of the day. The key note paper titled “Shakespeare,-Rabindranath-Nazrul: 
World Humanity, Peace and Preachers of the Message of Emancipation” was read out by its author Dr. Fazlul Haque 
Saikat, a teacher of the National University, researcher and literary critic. The program was conducted by  Tania Tabassum, 
lecturer, Department of English. The whole program was marked by lively and entertaining cultural events such as Rabin-
dranath and Nazrul’s poetry recitations, dance performances  and songs. However, the most attractive part of the cultural 
show was the staging of “Merchant of Venice”, a drama by William Shakespeare. Various deans, teachers and a host of 
students of the university enjoyed this lively program.

Business Promotion Day Organized by 
Business Students

Business Promotion Day sponsored by the Pran Dairy, a leading 
Food and Beverages Company of Bangladesh, was organized 
with the cooperation of students and teachers of the School of 
Business Studies at UITS on July 30th, 2016. Twelve different 
stalls with their respective brands of goods and services such as 
online shopping, entrepreneurship, salesmanship, career devel-
opment, book fair, fashion designs, handicrafts, catering 
services, etc., were installed for publicity aiming at promoting 
marketing. The stalls such as Robi, Dutch Bangla, UI Systems, 
Health Prio.Com, Rokomary.Com, Sisily Beauty Parlour 
displayed their goods and services with which both students and 
invited guests were made familiar by the experienced personnel 
of these companies.

However, the chief attraction of the day was Al-haj Sufi Mohamed Mizanur Rahman Chowdhury, the founder 
of UITS and Chairman of the PHP Family, a major industrial concern of Bangladesh. He inaugurated the 
program and stopped by at every business stall. Those who accompanied Sufi Mizanur Rahman included 
UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman, Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the 
Board of the Trustees, Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly, Controller of Examinations Professor A. N. M. 
Shareef, Mohammad Nazmul Islam, Dean, School of Business Studies, Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar 
(acting) and a host of students and teachers of various departments.
The main purpose of the School of Business Studies in organizing such a business fair was to form a platform 
where students can gain practical experiences from such course related issues as marketing, fund manage-
ment, salesmanship, and communications which might create self-confidence in their professional life. This 
business fair was also marked by Raffle Draw, Future Corner, and fortune-telling based on palmistry, beautifi-
cation, photography and Selfie contest open for both spectators and students. Those who won in these items 
were given away prizes. This fair turned out to be a hilarious occasion for all.  Overall, students ended up gain-
ing a lot of ideas on branding and marketing from this fair.

Training Workshop for Officers Held at UITS

Training is vital for the development of human resources in 
any institution including universities. From that viewpoint, 
the new Vice Chancellor has sought to revamp UITS 
administration through a series of training programs. The 
first training program which was conducted by Ahmad 
Sheparudin, Executive Director, Humans Resources and 
Development of the PHP and an adjunct Professor of the 
UITS was held in June 2016. The second training program 
was held on 28th July, 2016 at the premise of the UITS at 
Baridhara, Dhaka, Bangladesh. The main resource person 
who conducted this training session for the officers was Mr. 
Salauddin, a faculty member of the Bangladesh Institute of 
Bank Management, Chittagong Campus.  The thrust of this 
session was the role that motivation plays in developing 
human resources in every organization. It was mostly an 
interactive session since the resource person wanted every 
participant to participate in the session. It lasted for more than two hours during which the resource person 
detailed almost every aspect related to motivation. Quoting from the real world of management, Mr. Salauddin 
sought to make it as enjoyable as possible and participants enjoyed it. At the end of this session, Professor 

Dr. Hilaly, Treasurer, UITS and an accomplished academician, added a few elements that were deemed vital 
for motivation training in any organization.
World Hepatitis Day Celebrated at the Initiative of the UITS Pharmacy Club

The Department of Pharmacy, UITS, celebrated “The World Hepatitis Day” at 11:00 AM on Thursday July, 28th 
2016 with an emphasis on the slogan “Strategy for the Elimination of Hepatitis-A” as part of raising people’s 
awareness. This program was conducted by Ms. Sakera Sultana, the Production Manager of GlaxoSmithKline 
Bangladesh Limited which organized the seminar with a view to raising awareness about Hepatitis A and 
cervical cancer.  
UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman and Advisor to the Board of the Trustees Professor 
Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan graced the program as the Chief 
Guest and Special Guest respectively. Among others, who 
were present in this program, included UITS Treasurer 
Professor Dr. S. R. Hilaly and Director of the UITS 
Research Center Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan.
Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Solaiman said that public-
awareness raising program like this is very important. It 
might work as an important tool to protect us from undesir-
able disaster. The Chief Guest finished his address by 
thanking all the members of the UITS Pharmacy Club. The 
Special Guest Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan gave a 
speech, wishing good luck. He added that organizing such 
a public awareness raising program is like submission to 
Allah. 
As the main discussant, Ms. Sakera Sultana, Production 
Manager of GlaxoSmithKline Bangladesh Limited said that 
one person in every five adults and one teenage girl in every two bears the risks of being infected with 
Hepatitis-A in the context of the socio-economic class in Bangladesh.  She highlighted the causes, prevention 
from and antidote to Hepatitis-A. Besides, she dealt with the signs, symptoms and prevention of cervical 
cancer at the tip of the uterus and advised everybody to remain aware of all these. 
This program was presided over by Mr. Mofazzal Hossain, Head, Department of Pharmacy. The program was 
organized under the stewardship of Lecturer Md. Mehedi Hasan of the same department.

Rally and Human Chain around UITS with the slogan
“We Will Resist Extremism and Build a Golden Bengal.”

Extremists’ suicidal attack on Holey Artisan Restaurant 
in Gulshan on July 1st and their subsequent foray in 
Sholakia Eidgha Maidan on 7th July, 2016 and human 
tragedies that ensued shocked citizens of Bangladesh 
and made them angry. However, the people of Bangla-
desh who won their independence through a bloody 
national liberation struggle in 1971 are not going to be 
cowed by the attack of a handful of extremists. To be 
sure, the whole nation made a determined vow to resist 
the extremists and turn Bangladesh into a golden land 
in the aftermath of these attacks. As part of this resis-
tance program, all the universities and academic 
institutions sought to resist extremism by organizing 
rallies and human chains all over the country on 1st 
July, 2016. Students, teachers and staff of the UITS 
brought out a long rally, raised slogans against extrem-
ism and stood on the main street Progoti Sarani for 

about an hour in solidarity with all the students and academic institutions in Bangladesh. UITS Vice Chancellor 
Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman, Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees 
of the UITS and Shafiqul Islam Basek, Joint Secretary, Central Sub-committee, the Bangladesh Awami 

League spoke on the occasion. A number of UITS teachers such as Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Dean, School of 
Science and Technology, Proctor Palash Chandra Karmakar, Assistant Professor, Department of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineering, Mr. Raihan Uddin Ahmed, Head, Department of Computer Science and Engi-
neering, and Mr. Ahmed Shiblee Noman, Head, Department of Civil Engineering played leading roles in orga-
nizing such a huge rally and human chain.

Special Workshop for 
“Officers and Staff’s Skill Development” held at UITS

A special workshop for “Officers and Staff’s Skill Develop-
ment” was held at the Baridhara Campus of UITS on 
June 20, 2016. All the officers and staff of all offices 
participated in this training workshop with a view to learn-
ing the new mechanism of skill development through 
motivation and leadership training imparted by Ahmad 
Sheparuddin, Executive Director, Human Resources and 
Administration of the PHP Family and an expert on 
Human Resources Development in Bangladesh.  Impor-
tant dignitaries who graced this workshop and also spoke 
on various aspects of skill development, included, among 
others, Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed 
Solaiman, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees, Professor 
Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, Treasurer Professor Dr. S. R. 

Hilaly, Professor A. N. M. Shareef, Controller of Examinations and Professor Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan, 
Director, UITS Research Center and deans of all schools of UITS.

‘UITS Made Thousands of Students Soldiers of Development through
Professional Education, Sufi Mizanur Rahman

“UITS has been able to figure prominently among private 
universities in producing/making thousands of students as 
soldiers of development by imparting them different profes-
sional education” asserted Sufi Al-haj Mohamed Mizanur 
Rahman Choudhury, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, 
UITS, a noted industrialist and founder of the PHP Family, 
He made this claim speaking as the Chief Guest at the 
Freshers’ Orientation Program for the Summer Semester at 
the UITS Campus at Baridhara, Dhaka on June 14th, 2016. 
Furthermore, he said to the newly admitted students, “Suc-
cess for every person depends upon how many additional 
hours he/she works in life. To be successful in life, one must 
simultaneously possess positive attitude, self-confidence, 
discipline, mentality for hard work and honesty. One can 
experience progress in his /her life, render it rich and noble, 
only when he /she is able to earn these qualities and 
harness them completely in life.” 
The Chief Guest also said, “A nation is as developed as it is 
educated. Leadership means awakening the infinite potentialities latent in humankind and reaching the desired goal 
after having overcome all the obstacles in life. Humankind, the greatest of Allah’s creations, was created noble out 
of His mercy in the sense that humankind will represent Allah on the Earth. One cannot have real education in life if 
he/she is not able to match education with training, education with humility, work with devotion, life with values and 
human love with patriotism. There is no nobler and stronger creation than humankind in this world and universe. 
This explains why we are making enlightened humankind with the help of teachers in this university with a view to 
helping humankind reach its desired goal by awakening their hidden and immortal energy and by making them 
stand on their own after having emboldened them through human attributes.”
He further deliberated, “I have anxiety/agony in my heart for the education of the children of this country.  I founded 
this university to educate the children of this country at a low cost with a view to raising them as competent and 

enlightened human beings. If possible and if I get opportunities, I shall make this country a golden one by founding 
more universities.” 
Professor Dr. KM Saiful Islam Khan, the honorable Advisor to the UITS Broad of Trustees and Ahmad Sheparuddin, 
Executive Director, Human Resources and Administration of the PHP Family also spoke in this orientation program 
chaired by UITS Vice Chancellor Professor Dr. Mohammed Solaiman. Professor Dr. S. R. Hillay gave welcome 
address to the newly admitted students on this occasion. Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean School of Liberal Arts and Social 
Sciences, thanked all the invited guests attending this program. Many reputed academicians of the country, 
honored personalities from all walks of life, teachers, students, officers and staff were also present on this occasion. 
Mohammad Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting) conducted this orientation program.

Substance Abuse and Rehabilitation: Role of Social Worker

The Department of Social 
Work at the University of 
Information Technology and 
Sciences (UITS) at Barid-
hara, Dhaka-1212 organized 
a seminar “On Substance 
Abuse and Rehabilitation: 
Role of a Social Worker” on 
27th August, 2016. Chaired 
by Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, 
School of Liberal Arts and 
Social Sciences and Head, Department of Social Work, this seminar was graced by UITS Vice Chancellor 
Professor Dr. Mohammad Solaiman as chief guest and Advisor to the Board of the Trustees Professor Dr. KM 
Saiful Islam Khan as special guest respectively.  Among others who were present in this seminar included 
substance abuse and rehabilitation experts of the Greenlife, a rehabilitation center and Protoy, another reha-
bilitation center, sociologists, psychologists, officials of the Drug Control Directorate, representatives of the 
PHP Family,  many officials of the UITS and students of the Department of Social Work of UITS.

Discussion “On the Role of Education in Resisting Militancy and Terrorism”
Held at UITS. 

A discussion was held on 3rd 
September, 2016 at the 
UITS Campus “On the role of 
Education in Resisting 
Militancy and Terrorism” with 
Professor S. R. Hilaly, Trea-
surer, UITS in the chair. This 
discussion meeting was 
graced by Professor Dr. 
Mohammed Soliaman, Vice 
Chancellor, UITS, as its chief 
guest and Professor Dr. KM 

Saiful Islam Khan, Advisor to the Board of the Trustees, UITS as its special guest.  A number of important 
personalities of the UITS such as Dr. Arifatul Kibria, Dean, School of Arts and Social Sciences, Mohammad 
Kamrul Hasan, Registrar (acting), Professor Muhammad Farid Uddin Khan, Director, UITS Research Center, 
Advocate Mannan, Advisor to the Department of Law,  and Polash Chandra Karmar, Proctor, UITS, all the 
heads of various departments. Teachers of various departments, officers and students were also present.
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Seminar on Women Entrepreneurship at UITS

An important seminar entitled “Women 
Entrepreneurship Development” was held 
at the initiative of the School of Business of 
University of Information Technology and 
Science (UITS), the first IT based private 
university of Bangladesh on November 16, 
2016 at 9:30 am in the University audito-
rium. Alhaj Sufi Mohammad Mizanur 
Rahman, founder of UITS, and Chairman 
of the Board of Trustees of the university 
as well as of PHP Group, was the Chief 
Guest on the occasion.  In his speech he 
emphasized on the necessity of working 
hard with lofty dreams in mind. At one 

stage, he spoke autobiographically to establish the fact that man might bring about great positive changes in 
his life as well as in the whole world by dint of hard labour backed by a few virtues like positive attitude, self-
confidence and discipline. He informed that UITS had been providing education to its students at a compara-
tively low cost in order to build up a highly educated generation. He called upon the female students of the 
Business faculty of UITS to try to set themselves up as female entrepreneurs in future.
Famous entrepreneur, reputed academician and Executive Director of Islami Bank, Syed Ahsanul Alam 
Parvez attended the seminar as Special guest. In his speech he advised the youth to decide about their future 
plan at the proper time and work accordingly. He proposed to do everything in his capacity to establish a 
Centre for Women Entrepreneurship at UITS. The keynote paper was presented by the celebrated former 
actress, former Member of the Parliament, social worker and woman entrepreneur Sarah Begum Kabori. She 
said that she had made a combination of her artistic self and that of a businesswoman to achieve success in 
life. She cited the examples of a few great ladies who have made themselves immortal by dint of their endeav-
ours and called upon the female students to take lessons from their deeds of valour and prudence. She also 
highlighted the role of Hazrat Khadijatul Kubra at the dawn of Islam and termed her deeds as exemplary for 
the future women entrepreneurs. Prof. Saiful Islam, Advisor to the Board of Trustees, UITS, spoke on the 
occasion as a Discussant in the question-answer session. He said, women deserve the greatest honour by 
dint of their natural virtues and the dignity Allah has bestowed upon them. He also said that without women, 
human civilization would not have propagated. 
Papers were also presented by Farhana A Rahman, Vice-president of BASIS and CEO of UY systems ; Tania 
Wahab, Managing partner of Karigar; Interior designer and woman entrepreneur Durdana Hossain  and Fash-
ion designing entrepreneur Mantasha Ahmed. The introductory speech was delivered by Prof.  Shareef 
Ahmed, Dean of the School of Business and Controller of Examinations. Farhana Rahman, Head of the Busi-
ness Faculty gave vote of thanks to conclude the programme. Muhammed Fariduddin Khan, Director, 
Research Centre; Acting Registrar Mohammed Kamrul Hasan; all Deans, Heads of the department, teachers, 
officers, employees and students attended the programme.
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Regular Diploma HoldersPrograms

B.Sc. in Civil Engineering ( CE )       3,97,900    3,27,300
B.Sc. in Computer Science and Engineering ( CSE )    3,78,100    3,25,100
B.Sc. in Electronics and Communication Engineering ( ECE )  3,75,900    3,27,300
B.Sc. in Electrical & Electronic Engineering ( EEE )    3,75,900    3,27,300
B.Sc. in Information Technology ( IT )      3,78,100    3,22,900
MS in Telecommunications ( 1 / 1.5 - 2 Years )         76,700 / 1,42,700 

Bachelor of Business Administration ( BBA )     3,18,700
Major in Finance & Banking, HRM, Accounting and Marketing   
International Master of Business Administration ( Regular, 2 Years ) 1,75,700 
International Master of Business Administration ( Executive, 1.5 Year ) 1,43,000 
International Master of Business Administration ( Executive, 1 Year ) 1,10,000 

Bachelor of Arts in English ( BA Hons. 4 Years )     1,91,440
Master of Arts in English ( MA 1 Years )                                    66,200 
Master of Arts in English ( MA  2 Years )                                                      1,21,700
Bachelor of  Laws ( LLB Hons. 4 Years )      2,38,150
Bachelor of  Laws ( LLB Hons. 4 Years, Eve. )     2,38,150
Master of Laws ( LLM 1 Year )           54,800
Master of Laws ( LLM 2 Years )       1,06,100

Bachelor of Pharmacy ( B.Pharm )       3,85,900
Bachelor of Social Sciences in Social Work ( BSS )     1,57,900
Master of Social Sciences in Social Work ( MSS )        49,700

Admission Going on for Spring-2017

Top Ten Reasons to Study at the UITS

Full Time Faculty members with outstanding academic records
Excellent lab facilities for all Engineering and Pharmacy Programs
Scholarship for meritorious, poor, less privileged area students and
for children of freedom fighters
Scholarship from Sufi Mizan Foundation
Special credit waivers for Diploma Engineers
Special tuition waiver based on SSC, HSC & Diploma results
Special tuition waiver for Siblings and Spouse
Special English programs to help students
Career counseling for students and job opportunities in PHP family
Shifting to permanent campus soon

First IT based private university in Bangladesh

Total Cost

E-mail : info@uits.edu.bd                                    Web : www.uits.edu.bd

,

30    December 2016
at 10:00 am- 11:00 am

30     December 2016
after 5:00 pm

th

th

31     December 2016
10:00am-12:00pm

( For Day Shift Students )
06:00pm-08:00pm

( For Evening Shift Students )

st

28     January 2017th

2nd  January to
4   January 2017th

Mobile: +880 1730 429655, +880 1938 832755.

17 Categories of 
Scholarships are

available

*

Mobile: +880 1730 429655, +880 1938 832755.
Dhaka - 1212.
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cÖavb AwZw_     :    Rbve Avmv`y¾vgvb b~i, Ggwc 

                          gvbbxq gš¿x 

                          ms¯‹…wZ welqK gš¿Yvjq                          

                          MYcÖRvZš¿x evsjv‡`k miKvi                                                  

cÖavb Av‡jvPK  :    AvjnvR¡ mywd †gvnv¤§` wgRvbyi ingvb

                          †Pqvig¨vb, †evW© Ae Uªvw÷R BDAvBwUGm Ges

                          †Pqvig¨vb, wcGBPwc d¨vwgwj                                                       

we‡kl AwZw_    :    wnR G‡·‡jwÝ BIqvb DBivbvZv AvZgvR& 

                          gvbbxq ivóª`~Z 

                          wicvewjK Ae B‡›`v‡bwkqv                       

                          Rbve †gvnv¤§` b~i Avjx

                          †Pqvig¨vb, BDwbK MÖæc Ae evsjv‡`k

mfvcwZ           :    DcvPvh© cÖ‡dmi W. †gvnv¤§` †mvjvqgvb

BDwbfvwm©wU Ae Bbdi‡gkb †UK‡bvjwR A¨vÛ mv‡q‡Ým (BDAvBwUGm) KZ…©K

RuvKRgKc~Y© Av‡qvR‡b emšÍKvjxb bexbeiY 2017

wbqwgZ QvÎQvÎx‡`i AskMÖn‡Yi Rb¨ ¯^ ¯^ wefv‡M Av‡M G‡j Av‡M cv‡eb wfwË‡Z bvg †iwR‡÷ªkb Pj‡Q|

2q c‡e© _vK‡e weL¨vZ e¨vÛ `j

†mvj&m Gi e¨vÛ †kv

ZvwiL :  26 Rvbyqvwi 2017

¯’vb    :   MÖ¨vÛ AwW‡Uvwiqvg

            K…wlwe` Bbw÷wUDkb evsjv‡`k  

            dvg© †MBU, XvKv


